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Executive Summary
Introduction
When someone feels called to achieve what seems impossible, it can be
done if they create a compelling vision and invites people to work together
towards it. There is a story told about a magic canoe that grows to fit as
many people as needed to paddle together towards a new dream. This
metaphor can be used for a generative collaborative process towards
sustainability.
In the world today, there is a systemic sustainability challenge which is felt
in the physical, social and spiritual dimensions of life. With the challenge
comes an opportunity for a redefinition of society which will make the
world cleaner, safer and more fulfilling for all of humanity. Currently,
people all over the world are exhibiting the will to change. There are
millions of non-profit endeavours to deal with the multiple symptoms of the
unsustainable society. Yet, the efforts lack co-ordination and a strategic
whole systems perspective.
Social change agents, inspired by living systems theories and quantum
mechanics, have realized that the key to allowing a new society to emerge
is to connect a variety of people working for social change, in supportive
dialogue and learning. Collaboration is important because the sustainability
challenge is systemic and requires government, business, experts and
citizens to work together to change the system. Also, facing the
sustainability challenge requires a diversity of minds to come up with
creative solutions. Finally, the process of dialogue and working together
imbedded in collaboration helps people to build trust which can strengthen
the social fabric of society. Authors like Peter Rusell suggest that through
the process of collaboration, a new whole of higher complexity may
emerge. In this research the new whole that emerges is referred to as the
‘social body’. In order to ensure the actions taken in the complex system
are not accidentally counter-productive, a strategic approach to sustainable
development can be undertaken. The concept of backcasting from
principles using systems thinking is the core of strategic sustainable
development that can be applied to the collaborative body.
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This research attempts to further the body of knowledge for collaboration in
complex social systems, as well as link it directly to Strategic Sustainable
Development.
Research question
How do we foster effective collaboration for systemic sustainable
development?
Sub Question 1:

What are the conditions of success for collaboration?

Sub Question 2: How can a process of collaboration be described?
Sub Question 3: Based on the process, what guidelines lead to success?

Methods
The methods used to answer the research questions were literature review,
interviews and case studies. The literature review was used to develop an
understanding of success conditions of collaboration and formed the basis
of the process of collaboration. Interviews were conducted with
practitioners working within the fields of collaboration and sustainability.
These interviews helped develop an understanding of the process as well as
guidelines for successful collaboration. Case studies with the Netherlands
Centre for Human Emergence ‘Meshwork’, Amsterdam Hub and Reos
Partners ‘Change Lab’ helped us to understand collaboration at the
complexity level of a social body.

Results
Conditions for Success
In order to have a successful collaboration we propose looking at the world
from a living systems perspective where everything is connected, people
rely on the biosphere for their life and when given the right conditions, will
tend to strive towards health and wholeness. Following from this
perspective we found the following success conditions for someone
planning to facilitate a collaborative effort.
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1. Higher Purpose – believing in something greater than oneself, helps
hold the effort together.
2. Awareness –mindfulness and helping people become aware of
themselves as a system. Making the invisible processes visible.
3. Wholeness- Understanding the issues as a whole as well as parts.
Including the whole person; heart, mind, body and spirit.
4. Interior / Exterior – Our internal state of mind is what creates our
external reality, so internal development work is important.
5. Love / Power - Relationships and strategy are balanced in a skilful
dance, not just focusing on one or the other.
6. Chaos/ Order – Learning together to embrace chaos and create just
enough structure for the group to grow.
7. Rhythm – Creating a rhythm of meetings and celebrations that fits
with natural life rhythms will help people stay engaged in the
process and hold the energy of the collaboration together.
The Process of Collaboration
A general process of collaboration towards sustainability has been
described in terms of the group energy and discovery. The collaborating
group’s emotional and physical energy is initially built up, represented by a
rising curve in the first half of the process and then a descending curve as
this energy is directed in strategy, action and learning. Celebration,
reflection and sharing give space and preparation to raise the energy for the
next wave of collaboration. The facilitator can foster the creation of
structures (square) which support the relational energy(circle) and strategic
action(triangle).
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Phases, Guidelines and Tools
Each curve is seen as having seven phases. The energy curve is about the
people and their energy and commitment to the project.
1. The Call - A person senses the need in society and feels called to
take action. A core group sharing the call is formed and strengthen
their intention to work on a sustainability issue.
2. Convene - People are invited to participate in the collaboration and
codesign the process together.
3. Energize – The large group becomes a unified team through
meeting and working together.
4. Vision – As the group comes to understand the real needs of the
system, a vision of success can become clear for the group.
5. Strategize – Working backwards from the vision and sustainability
principles, the group creates actionable steps.
6. Action-Learn –Encouraging champions to lead small teams to try
out initiatives to make a difference.
7. Celebrate – Reflecting on the process so far and learn from
successes and failures of all the small groups. Have fun
throughout.

The Discovery curve is about the team learning about the issue they are
facing. It is adapted from Theory U (Scharmer 2008) and the change lab
process.
1. Co-sense – Sense what trends are calling for attention.
2. Understand- Observe as a group, looking at everyone’s experience
from different angles. Listen with open mind and open heart.
Visually portray the system in which the sense of need and call
resides. Look for Where are sustainability principles being violated.
3. Let go – Release assumption and old mental models of how the
system works. Set aside time to connect deeply inside and integrate
all the observations and experiences so far.
4. Root Problem – Share insights from the process so far. A clear
understanding of the core needs and root problems can emerge.
5. Prototype – Test out the ideas in simple models, paper based, found
object sculptures or computer simulations.
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6. Crystallize – Put ideas into real life and test them. Understand what
makes an impact and learn how to get things done. Let the
intentions set from the beginning come into being.
7. Sharing/Learning – Learn from and tell others about successes and
failures. Create structures that can hold new initiatives.
Guidelines have been listed for seven phases of the energy curve. The
interviewees also mentioned tools which help meet the guidelines.
The Journey of the Magic Canoe
The journey of the magic canoe is the process of scaling up collaboration
and co-ordinating sustainable development efforts continuing up to a global
scale while maintaining the integrity of local decision making.

Discussion
The Magic Canoe is the vessel that carries the energy and patterns of social
change agents towards more co-ordinated and strategic collaboration. This
supports the development of a social body capable of responding to the
complexity of the global sustainability challenge. The Magic Canoe Tool
can be used as a design aid and diagnostic guide for practitioners working
with complex collaboration and / or Strategic Sustainable Development.

Conclusion
Looking at the big picture, the magic canoe tool helps people move
strategically towards sustainability by providing a blueprint of how to foster
effective collaboration. Practitioners working from the Framework for
Strategic Sustainable Development could use the Magic Canoe as a tool
when trying to understand the system they are working in and when
developing strategy for collaboration. There are many opportunities for
further application of this work on an online-collaborative wiki, a book to
explore concepts in more depth, including our personal journey. Another
future application can be an interactive learning experience for workshops
and consulting services. Interesting further research in this field would be
to explore in more depth online collaboration tools for the social body and
strategic culture shift for sustainability.
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Glossary
Backcasting - A strategic planning methodology in which a future desired
outcome is envisioned and the necessary steps to achieve it are determined.
Chaordic - The behaviour of any self-governing organism, organization or
system which harmoniously blends characteristics of order and chaos, and
is characteristic of the fundamental organizing principles of evolution and
nature (Hock 1999).
Collective Iintelligence - Collective intelligence is the capability for a
group of people to sense and proactively respond to the stimulus in the
wider world, and to collaborate in order to decide upon its own future and
reach its goald in a complex context (Noubel 2006, 20)
Collaboration - When more than one individual, group, organization,or
community of practice, actively decide to work together to achieve a shared
goal or vision. (Archer, Fei, Petzel 2009)
Collaborative Change Agent – A practitioner who works with
collaboration processes to move society towards a vision of success.
Community of Practice (CoP) – A group of people who share an interest,
craft or profession in a particular field. Knowledge and experience is
shared freely so everyone can develop professionally and personally. (Lave
& Wenger 1991)
Core Team - A small group of people usually 5-7 in number, who facilitate
a process for numerous other people.
Emergence – Emergence happens when a many parts are connected around
a common purpose and a new coherent whole arises with properties not
contained in the individual parts. Emergent phenomena often appear
suddenly and surprisingly (Weathley-Frieze, 2006).
Global Collective Intelligence – Collective intelligence applied at a
planetary scale.
Generative Development - Sustainable, restorative & reflecting the values
of a life affirming, co-operative paradigm.
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Holism - Considering the whole as more than the sum of its parts
Holacray - Holacracy is a governance structure for an organization. The
structures and processes attempt to be organic rather than mechanical and
integrate the collective wisdom of people throughout the company, and
align the organization with its broader purpose (Holacracy One 2010).
Holopticism - The means by which any participant perceives, in real time,
the activities of other members of the group as well as the overall emerging
organization (Noubel 2006, 20).
Human Emergence - The unfolding of human potential, the ability to
provide the space and conditions that allow human beings to bring all of
their potential and gifts to the space or setting. The individuation and
maturation process described by Jung, Personal Mastery described by Peter
Senge, First Habits of highly effective people described by Covey, and
Enlightenment described by mystics.
Life cycle of Emergence – The process by which living systems begin as
networks, shift to intentional communities of practice, and evolve into
powerful systems capable of global influence (Weatley and Frieze, 2006).
Love - A choice and a way of acting in the world, where we see each other,
understand, respond to each others’ needs and to care for each others’
growth. The feeling of love we experience is a by product of this way of
acting – not the starting point. Love is a choice and an action, not a feeling
(Fromm 1996).
Meshwork - A human organization strategy based on a scientific
understanding of living systems. Its purpose is to be of service to a larger
vision of humanity, usually to solve a complex problem for example,
improving maternal health in developing nations. The structure may make
use of hierarchies along with self organizing webs of relationships. Some
features may include aligned capacities and functions of participants,
information sharing technology, vital signs monitors which assess the needs
and create feedback loops for attaining a dynamic but stable state of wellbeing (Hamilton, 2009, 221).
Meshworking - A verb describing the act of creating and maintaining a
meshwork.
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Network – A network is an informal web of relationships that people use to
find resources such as skilled people and good quality information. This
system is driven by individual needs satisfaction and self-interest (Wheatley
and Frieze 2006).
Social Body – An emergent whole, resulting from many people working
together in a co-coordinated and coherent manner, to make systemic change
in society. Concerned citizens and stakeholders from many types of
organizational structures, assemble around a common purpose like
sustainable food systems, assess the needs of the system and organize
cohesive action. The leadership strategy is to work with ‘emergence’
meaning enabling connections and self organization, rather than command
and control.
Social Network - An interconnected group of people, organizations or
systems that share information, knowledge and resources. It can happen
through an online system or through physical central spaces functioning as
nodes. Social Networks are created around shared interest and common
values.
Systemic - Interconnection of elements or a web of interrelated
relationships and causes within any living system. Any problem is
embedded within a web of interrelationships and connections, thus to solve
a problem you need to work with the whole system.
Team - A team comprises a group of people linked in a common purpose.
Teams are especially appropriate for conducting tasks that are high in
complexity and have many interdependent subtasks. A group in itself does
not necessarily constitute a team. Teams normally have members with
complementary skills and generate synergy through a coordinated effort
which allows each member to maximize his or her strengths and minimize
his or her weaknesses
Wiki - A technology that enables all users to contribute, change and edit
the content of a web page. It is wiki technology that enables millions to
participate in the writing of Wikipedia, the popular user-generated web
based encyclopaedia (Archer, Fei, Petzel 2009).
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Introduction

1.1 Building a Magic Canoe
In his remarkable essay called “The Magic Canoe”, Erick Young from the Center
for Social Innovation in Toronto, Canada, tells the story of how the Kitlope
people, in northern British Columbia, saved their tribe from being vanquished by
the logging industry.
The story started when one man of their tribe felt a calling to help his people, and
transformed his life from alcohol addiction and street living to bringing an
ambitious dream into reality. One by one, he inspired key people to join him, in
what he called a “Magic Canoe”. This metaphorical canoe was a collaborative
effort built on a common dream and shared purpose, and magically expanded to
welcome anyone person who wanted to join the effort. The situation was
transformed from a hopeless battle between people with conflicting interests, to
an empowered community, capable of finding win-win solutions and changing
their destiny (Young 207, 4).
If we apply the story of the magic canoe to a large scale collaboration process, it
becomes a useful metaphor illustrating how the power of inclusive attitude and
cohesive collaboration can help large groups of people facing complex problems,
work together towards a common goal. This thesis research takes us on an
exploration of this very challenge: what would it take to build such a ‘canoe’ in
which potentially all of society could join in an effective collaborative effort to
reach our greatest vision as humanity.

1.2 Global Society’s Current Reality
1.2.1 A Time of Challenge, Opportunity and Choice
As the world has become increasingly interconnected and interdependent,
humanity is rapidly entering a new phase where cultures, people, and countries
are intertwined in a common global destiny. As the vast wealth of knowledge
and capacities of our world’s cultures combine, a vision of a new planetary
society has for this first time in our history, become a real possibility. A vision
of an environmentally sustainable, spiritually fulfilling and socially just human
presence on this planet stands before us as an achievable reality (Lynn Twist et
al. 2008).
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However, the path to this vision is not simple, as concurrent to this
opportunity our global community is sending the repeated message of crisis –
global warming, financial meltdowns, terrorism, mass poverty, peak oil,
species extinctions and food shortages. It seems that as the world has
accelerated in its global interconnection, interdependence and generative
potential, the challenges have grown in equal magnitude (Swimme 2008).
Humanity seems to have reached a crossroads of breakdown or
breakthrough, a time of collective choice, and a small window of time in
which that choice may be made (Goleman 2009).
1.2.2

The Sustainability Challenge

The root causes of many of these critical symptoms are the dominant cultural
values of expansion, consumption and competition that produces goods and
services for the sake of maximum profit at the expense of humanity’s
wellbeing and environmental care (Assadourian 2010). If we view the
sustainability crisis in a systemic way, we can observe the following three
dimensions:
Environmental degradation. As the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment
Report states, human expansion and mass consumption of ecosystem
resources is currently bringing every natural domain on Earth to be under
severe stress and degradation. This includes 5%-20% ozone depletion, 75%
elimination of original rainforests, 30% of the world’s arable land has been
lost in the past 40 years and more than 200 oceanic “dead zones” exist
worldwide. These statistics are growing along with many other
environmental losses and species extinctions in our global ecosystems
(Hayes 2008). The ability of Earth’s ecosystems to sustain our future
generations can no longer be taken for granted (Brown 2008).
Social degradation. The environmental degradation is directly linked to a
social crisis, as over consumption and expansion models are creating a
greater gap between the rich and the poor. Labour exploitation, racism, drug
consumption, insecurity, terrorism, among many other pressing social matters
(Assadourian 2010). People living in abject and growing poverty, over
exploit their own environments as their only survival strategy. As
environmental degradation grows, and millions of people are affected, they
are forced to move from their original habitats to live in often unsafe
conditions in big cities where they are often unable to meet their basic needs.
This often leads to more conflict, crime and competition, and the vicious
cycle of distrust of one another deepens (Sachs 2005).
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Spiritual crisis. Behind the social and environmental crisis lies a deeper
crisis, which is one of meaning and purpose. Society, to a large extent, has
become immersed in hopelessness, disconnection from one another and
from the Earth. This loss of hope, and hunger for meaning has created an
immense void of loneliness, depression, escapism into consumerism, drugs,
crime (Fromm 1956) and many other social ills and poverties of wellbeing
(Max Neef 1993). This escape into mass consumerism, once again drives
the vicious cycles of social and environmental degradation deeper
(Assadourian 2010).
1.2.3 Will to change & current attempts
In response to this multi-layered sustainability crisis, an emerging
movement with no name, no leader and no specific structure and
organization is emerging as 'Mother Earth’s immunity system'.
Environmental activist and author Paul Hawken calls this movement a
"Blessed Unrest", in which millions of people around the world are
beginning to share and act on their hopes, dreams and concerns about our
common future. At present, the majority of these grassroots efforts remain
disconnected from one another, and are thus unable to make impacts at
larger systems scales and correct the ecological diseases that society has
generated (Hawken 2007).
However, first attempts at mobilizing this ‘blessed unrest’ by creating
greater interconnection and pooling of influence within this emerging
movement are underway. NGO’s and non-profit grass roots organizations
around the world are beginning to organize themselves through a wide
variety of networks and global events. Growing numbers of online social
networks like WiserEarth.org and TakingITglobal are vivid online
communities of shared knowledge, information, resources and best
practices aiming to create a better reality for all. In the same line, mass
social action events such as 350.org, referred to the most widespread day of
political action in the planet's history with more than 5200 events in 181
countries taking part (McKibben 2010), are setting the stage for even more
sophisticated and influential events of global collective action.
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In the global political arena, efforts that governments are making to cope
with global environmental issues still face significant challenge. An example
could be seen at the Conference of the Parties (COP 15) in Copenhagen in
December 2009. Expectations, stress and media attention where very high.
During the process, some countries felt left out and some countries were
accused of purposefully disrupting the process. Talks continue as a clear
agreement has not been reached yet (Allen 2009). It is very difficult to be
globally strategic towards sustainability when all the players have different
motivations and the process is not conducive to collaboration.
Despite the growing awareness of the need to act, as well as the increasing
efforts for change emerging on a global scale explored above, our collective
human activities continue to systematically degrade environmental health.
As a collective, we have yet to find the way to move successfully towards
social and environmental sustainability. However, we are in the midst of a
massive experiment, made up of people working all over the world, to find
ways of working together for a safe, clean and just world.

1.3 Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development
(FSSD)
The field of Strategic Sustainable Development is using a scientific and
strategic, systems thinking mindset which invites more sectors, like business
and government to engage with the issues of the sustainability challenge.
Also, a collaborative rather than adversarial approach has been attempted.
For example, Greenpeace and other NGOs are now making strategic
alliances, working with corporations to get their messages heard and
implemented into society (Stafford, Polonsky and Hartman 2000). When
these groups come together, they need to find a common language for talking
about sustainability and an approach to tackle the complexity of the problem.
One approach that is designed to meet this need for a systems thinking and a
common definition of sustainability is the Framework for Strategic
Sustainable Development (FSSD). The FSSD is a framework that supports
strategic decision making and planning to move organizations and
communities towards sustainability. It is scientifically rigorous and grounded
4

in systems thinking, and offers the following advantages: being generic
enough that it may be applied in all contexts and scales, support in making
best use of available resources, managing tradeoffs over time and allowing
flexibility to move towards newly emerging opportunities (Holmberg and
Robèrt 2000).
The FSSD approach works from the basis of four sustainability principles,
which describe the safe boundaries in which society can continue to develop,
whilst still ensuring social fabrics and ecosystems will not be systematically
degraded. These principles were developed through a process of scientific
critique, in which respected experts in relevant fields of science discussed and
challenged these principles to the point where a collective consensus was
reached (Robèrt 2002). The sustainability principles offer a collective
understanding of sustainability, from which agreements about how to move
strategically towards sustainability may be based.
The sustainability principles are as follows:

Figure 1.1 Sustainability Principles (Holmberg and Robèrt 2000, 10)
In order to be strategic, we need to have a clear idea of what we are moving
towards as a desired future, and then determine the most effective steps to
take us towards this. This process is known as ‘backcasting’ (Holmberg and
Robèrt 2000, 4). Backcasting from a vision, for example: ‘solar power for
everything’, can be limiting as this closes our minds to new possibilities that
may emerge over time. In addition, our understanding of the problem (and
thus the solution) may also change over time. However, we can allow our
visions to remain flexible and diverse, when they are contained within
collectively agreed upon boundaries of scientifically robust sustainability
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principles. Thus backcasting from sustainability principles offers a safe, as
well as flexible way to be strategic as we move towards sustainability. In
addition, this approach gives ample space for creativity and diversity. This is
especially important in multi-stakeholder collaboration because people will
have very different views of the world and may not agree on a future
scenario, but can agree on the boundaries of the sustainability principles.
The FSSD is a tool that helps a practitioner to strategically direct and coordinate social efforts towards sustainability. However, to achieve
sustainability on a large scale, the capacity to unify and align collective
energy and skills of people across geographies, as well as economic, political
and social sectors becomes essential. Processes that enhance our ability to
collaborate and thus align our skills, efforts and resources, are an essential
aspect of creating strategic and sustainable solutions at a systems level.

1.3.1 Collaboration and Strategic Sustainable Development
Collaboration plays an essential role in the process of working strategically
towards sustainability on a large scale for the following reasons:
Complexity. Due to the interconnection and complexity of the challenges
society is facing to become sustainable, multiple actors need to be involved
in the process of finding and implementing any solution. This includes
multiple perspectives, skills, resources, and the creativity that comes with
diversity all required to solve these problems on a systems level. This is
beyond the capacity of any single organization (Eisenstadt 2009).
Interdependence. Since most organizations are dependent on multiple
suppliers and services, if the organization wishes to become sustainable, the
suppliers would also have to become sustainable. For lasting and credible
sustainability efforts, companies will have to collaborate with their
suppliers to transform their supply chains and resources flows.
Many pieces of the puzzle: People from different expertise, sectors and
cultures, all hold pieces of the puzzle of a viable future. The more diversity
of people working together the more chance there will be to find complete
systems wide solutions. Among the current initiatives, none seem to have
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the whole answer, but many seem to have a good part of the solution for
their area.
Restoring social fabrics: The fourth sustainability principle implies that
until we have achieved social sustainability, people will continue to deplete
scarce resources as it offers the only available means to survive.
Collaborative projects encourage dialogue and sharing between people.
When dialogue includes voices from many cultures and classes, the social
fabric of the community can be strengthened. This could build a strong
foundation from which larger sustainability challenges may be tackled. By
listening to many voices in a sincere way, it opens up the possibility to
access a higher level of intelligence of the group or community.

1.4 Social Body : Taking Collaboration to Scale
1.4.1 Collective Intelligence
“Simply stated, humanity is going to need to learn to work together,
intelligently, and en masse, very soon, for the prognosis offered if we
continue on our current trajectory, paints a bleak picture for our future
survival as a species” (Goleman, 2009)
When people learn to really listen to each other and get past stereotypes and
prejudice, a group can improve their collective intelligence. Collective
intelligence is the ability of a group of people to respond to external
challenges in a way that is effective and beneficial for the health and
development of the individuals, the community, and the systems in which
they co-exist (Pòr 2010). Intelligence consists of different aspects, which
include intellectual, emotional, body and spiritual intelligences (Gardner
1983).
Much like the brain connects neurons by the weaving of multiple synapse
pathways, collaborative change agents are starting to play an important role
in humanity’s evolutionary journey by weaving critical connections in all
sectors and levels of society to foster the emergence of new collective
social capacities (Hamilton 2008, 222).
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1.4.2

Emergence of the Social Body

Research by evolutionary biologist Elisabet Sahtouris shows that in nature,
evolution and the emergence of increasingly complex organisms, is driven
by a process of co-operation, as opposed to competition. Sahtouris’
research into bacteria in their immature stages of evolution, reveal the
growth and expansion of microscopic empires, fierce competition for
resources, and even the development of complex communication webs. At
a certain point however, the success of the bacterias’ activities began to turn
against them, as they fouled their living environment to the point where
they were threatened with extinction. In response to this critical external
threat, the bacteria moved from competition, to co-operation, eventually
unifying together into new simple organisms (Sahtouris 2000, 5). The
parallels to human society offer some interesting insights. The success of
humanity’s competitive, consumptive and expansionist activities are
bringing us to face a similar threat of extinction, or opportunity for survival
and thriving through collective and cohesive action. In addition, parallels to
Sahtouris’ research and human living systems alludes to humanity being on
the cusp of a new evolutionary leap, challenging us to integrate, respond
collectively and intelligently, and catalyze the emergence of a new level of
complexity, capacity, social maturity and harmony (Hubbard 1998).
The term ‘social body’ is used in this thesis to describe this emerging level
of complexity, in which individuals and collaborating groups form ‘cells’
and ‘organs’ of specific function, working in a coordinated way for the
thriving of the whole. Social bodies can occur at various scales, from local,
regional, national to global. They differ from other forms of collaboration
structures in their complexity, ability to integrate multiple other forms of
organization, being driven by a common vision and cohesive action, and
their self-organizing behaviour.
As discussed earlier, Paul Hawken’s evidence of a growing blessed unrest
reveals that the foundational building blocks or ‘cells’ of what could
potentially emerge as an intelligent and cohesive whole, are amassing and
beginning to connect, thanks to the rapidly growing global
communications, travel and online social networks.
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1.4.3 Types of Participation in the Social Body
The social body of collaboration required to solve our current global
challenges operates at a high degree of complexity. People can participate
in many ways and may play roles in several organized structures. As
illustrated in Figure 1.2, someone can participate as an individual, as part of
a team, a network or a community of practice. The different parts can be
combined at a local or global level and at a various scales. These parts do
not comprise a linear progression, but can rather be seen as an ecosystem of
diverse entities that combine in infinite combinations and quantities. The
part as are described below.

Figure 1.2: Parts of the Social Body
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Social Body. The emergent whole, resulting from many people working
together in a co-coordinated and coherent manner, to make systemic change
in society. Raising awareness of the existence of a social body is an
attempt to gain the capacity to sense the whole system and make coordinated and strategic projects and campaigns to move towards
sustainability. (Hamilton 2006, 221 - 228).
Community of Practice. A community of practice is based on strong
relationships between individuals, organizations and / or networks who
share knowledge based on experience in a domain. The intention is
learning, and support for each others’ work. Participation is not only driven
by personal needs but also to serve the needs of others and a greater whole
(Wheatley and Frieze 2006).
Network. A network is an informal web of relationships that people use to
find resources such as skilled people and good quality information. This
system is driven by individual needs satisfaction and self-interest (Wheatley
and Frieze 2006).
Team / Organization. A group of people formally working together
towards a common goal and mutual needs satisfaction. This applies to any
scale, from a small team or entrepreneurial venture, to a large multinational.
Individual. The basic unit of all collaboration is the individual. Each
person has their unique contribution and perspective. When individuals
develop their skills for collaboration, help the entire collaborative effort to
move forward.

1.4.4 Global Social Body
Learning to act collectively in an intelligent manner at a large or global
scale is giving birth to a new level of complexity of collaboration in the
world, which can be described as the “Global Social Body”. During the past
few decades as globalization and technology have increased
interconnectivity and interdependence in society, a collective social body
has emerged and has been learning to take its first steps. Some of the
necessary elements to access Global Collective Intelligence and Global
Social Body are a deep understanding or the interdependence and
interconnection of all its stakeholders. At the same time new tools need to
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be used in order to create a holoptical view, where all parts can see the
whole, have equal access to information and enabling structures where
power and decision making is distributed are adopted, bringing the
possibility of cohesive action and effective communication to a reality
(Noubel, 2007).
In the same line, Collective Intelligence in practice is also called
Meshworking. Some authors like Marilyn Hamilton are starting to use this
term describing it as the capacity to collaborate effectively in a high level of
complexity. In her book Integral City, she describes Meshwork as: “A way
to integrate enabling hierarchies and self –organizing webs or relationships
by aligning different capacities, functions and locations so they can be of
service to a purpose and each other. Meshworking creates the information
highway that makes possible the design and implementation of highly
sensitive vital signs monitors that create the feedback loops for attaining a
dynamic but stable state of well being.” (Hamilton 2009. p 221.). This new
way of social interaction are also being called as the Global Brain by Peter
Rusell, Collective Consciousness by Jean Francois Noubel or the Super
Organism (Ibarra 2010).

1.4.5 Collaboration Processes
A social body, or any complex living system, consists not only of parts, but
also of the interrelationships between these parts and emergent capacities
that arise from their synergies. Thus, processes that weave parts together,
are essential to facilitating the growth of the global social body. A number
of organizations around the globe are beginning to prototype collaborative
processes that can potentially support the emergence of an intelligent
collective body. Two collaborative processes that are doing noteworthy
pioneering work are the ‘Meshwork’, developed by the Centre for Human
Emergence, and the ‘Change Lab’, as developed by Reos Partners.
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1.5 Research
1.5.1 Purpose of the Research
The purpose of this research is to contribute the understanding of
collaboration processes for strategic sustainable development. The aim is to
provide a useful synthesis of information from the current field of practice
that will support both experienced and novice practitioners in their work in
collaboration which helps a larger social body realize the highest potential.

1.5.2

Research Questions

How do we foster effective collaboration for systemic sustainable
development?
Sub Question 1:

What are the conditions of success for collaboration?

Sub Question 2: How can a process of collaboration be described?
Sub Question 3: Based on the process, what guidelines lead to success?

1.5.3 Scope and Limitations
The scope of the research was centred on large scale collaboration towards
sustainability. The worldview of human society as a living system in the
ecosphere was assumed. The content for this research was drawn from the
USA, Canada, Mexico, South Africa, Netherlands, Denmark and UK.
Culture and language research in regards to multi-cultural collaboration was
touched on only briefly in this research, however it is an important element
to explore more deeply when dealing with multiple world view and cultural
contexts.
This research focuses in the human energy aspect of collaboration and does
not investigate the online technology aspect. The use of online technologies
is an important enabler of large scale collaboration at the societal level but
is outside the scope of this research.
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2 Methods
2.1 Research Design
To answer the research questions, a qualitative method was applied
following the guidance from the book, Qualitative Research Design
(Maxwell, 2005). The three methods used were literature review,
interviews and case studies. Question one, concerning conditions for
successful collaboration, was answered primarily through literature review
and was verified by information from case studies and interviews. Question
two, describing a process of collaboration, was informed initially by
theoretical models of collaboration from literature, and developed further
through case studies and interviews. Question three about guidelines, was
answered primarily from the interviews, with additions from the case
studies and matched with information in the literature. Figure 2.1 illustrates
the relationship between the research questions and the methods employed.

Figure 2.1: Research questions and methods

2.2 Literature Review
The sustainability challenge and collaboration were explored from the
perspective of living systems. The literature review covered the topics of
Collective Intelligence, Evolutionary Biology, Integral Theory, Spiral
Dynamics, Systems Dynamics, Holacracy, and the Lifecycle of Emergence
and Gestalt Psychology based organizational and systems development.
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Traditional avenues were also explored such as Collaboration Theory,
Organizational Behaviour and Learning.
Scholarly databases such as EBSCO and SWePub were searched, using the
following search terms: collective intelligence, civic intelligence,
collaboration and sustainability, group decision making, emergence,
community of practice, social exchange theory, network theory and
collaborative leadership. Useful articles were found in The journal of
Human Systems Management, Emergence: Complexity & Organization,
Journal of Psychology, Journal of Society, Information and
Communication, and the Systems Thinker. The interviewees also provided
references to articles from MIT and the Integral Institute.
Publications by the case study participants included Marilyn Hamilton’s
book, Integral City (Hamilton, 2008) Peter Merry’s Evolutionary
Leadership (Merry 2009), Adam Kahane’s book Power and Love (Kahane
2010) and the change lab process by Reos Partners (Eisenstadt 2010). Ideas
were also drawn from the “Five Breaths” model (Art of Hosting 2010) and
the Chaordic Stepping Stones (Corrigan 2010) from the Art of Hosting
Community.

2.3 Expert Interviews
The purpose of expert interviews was to collect distilled wisdom from real
life experience, to find practical guidelines for collaboration. Invitations
were sent to close contacts developed by the researchers over the last five
years of working and studying in fields related to the research.
Twenty two experts, from around the world, were interviewed with
experience in many fields including multi-stakeholder dialogue facilitation,
collective intelligence research, strategic business consulting, evolutionary
leadership, and sustainability consulting. Their work also touched on
different aspects of society, such as community groups, youth work, ecovillages, NGOs, corporate business and national governments. A list of the
interviewees and their field of work is provided in Appendix A.
The interviews were semi structured and based on the personal experience
of the expert. Most interviews were conducted over the internet, many with
video capability. The interview design stemmed from the appreciative
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inquiry process of: discover, dream, design, destiny (Cooperrider and
Whitney 2005, 25), and was adapted to including barriers to collaboration.
The interview outline is presented in Appendix B. The key elements
covered in the interview were success factors and barriers to collaboration
and imagining the full potential of the expert’s work in complex scenarios
like global actions for climate change remediation. The researchers
followed the thread of the conversation and asked for more information in
specific areas. This allowed a natural conversation which drew out
information that was unique to that participant
Each interview was transcribed, and the comments were divided into
categories based on the phases of a collaborative effort. The initial phases
were chosen from a compilation of a Gestalt Psychology model called the
Cape Cod Model (Melnick et al, 2006), the five breaths model from the Art
of Hosting community (Art of Hosting 2010) and the case study publication
from the Reos Partners (Eisenstadt 2009). Some examples of the categories
were: Create the Core Team, Convene People, Host Events, and
Implementation. See Appendix C for an example of a transcribed
interview. Also, see Appendix D for a sample of a categorized transcript.
The categorized data was printed out and cut into strips. Similar ideas from
different people were grouped together to distil the ideas into guidelines
offered by the experts. For each phase of collaboration, several guidelines
and tools were identified.

2.4 Case Studies
The purpose of the case studies was to deepen the understanding of the state
of the art in collaboration for complex issues. The three case studies chosen
were the Amsterdam HUB, Reos Partners, and the Centre for Human
Emergence. The selection was based on their depth of study and experience
of facilitating collaboration in complex levels of organization. The choice
was also affected by location, availability for fieldwork, the ability to
participate and observe the organization and access in-depth information.
For detailed description of the partner organizations, see Appendix E.
The Amsterdam Hub. A lunch time discussion was hosted at the Hub in
Amsterdam to explore how it facilitates collaboration and empowers
individual entrepreneurs. A conversation café style of dialogue was chosen
to get input from many members in a short time and create an open
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atmosphere where HUB members were talking to each other rather than
being disturbed from their work. Additional insights were gathered through
an extended informal interview with one of the founders, Tatiana Glad, and
direct observation and use of the working space over a few days. Results
were captured in audio recordings, transcribed flipchart paper and a blog
write up to share with the participants. A sample of the data collected is in
Appendix F.
Reos Partner’s Change Lab. The change lab is multi-stakeholder
engagement process. The change lab process was explored in an
introductory workshop hosted by the Reos Partners. The method for this
case study was primarily reading published material by the Reos Partners.
The sustainable food lab case study (Eisenstadt 2010) and Adam Kahane’s
book Power and Love (Kahane 2010) both provided in-depth, self
reflective, open analysis of the process. One of the Reos Partners, Jeff
Barnum was in contact with the research team and offered feedback and
improvements on the work.
Centre for Human Emergence’s Meshwork. Initial contact with the Centre
for Human Emergence (CHE) was made by attending a Meshwork event in
Copenhagen during the COP 15 Climate Change Summit.
Research
continued through conversations with the founder, Peter Merry, reading
documentation about their processes and joining a research group on the
CHE website. Fieldwork consisted of a Meshwork Design Exploration
conference where world thought leaders like Don Beck and Marilyn
Hamilton and thirty cutting edge researchers and leaders of sustainability
initiatives met to discuss the creation of a functioning meshwork. This
event was recorded on video, audio and documented on the CHE website.
Online access to participant’s notes and comments was obtained. The data
collected focused on principles of Meshworking and practices for creating
and maintaining networks, communities of practice and Meshworks. A
sample of the data collected is in Appendix G.
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2.5 Analysis
To begin the analysis, a ‘results matrix’ was created as pictured in figure
2.2, with the general phases of the collaboration process along the top and
the parts of the social body down the left.

Figure 2.2 Results Matrix Layout
The phases were refined through discussion based on information in case
studies, literature review and interviews. The distilled results from the
interviews were placed in the appropriate square of the results matrix. For
example, many interviewees stated the importance of the core team having
a routine grounding or spiritual practice. (Moeller 2010, Henen 2010,
Merry T. 2010, Dawson 2010). This was placed under core team and
common to all levels. Data from the case studies was also added into the
matrix. This helped to identify what is essential, as efforts move through a
process of collaboration and evolve into more complex forms of
organization.
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Conditions for Success. The data that was common to all levels and tended
to show up throughout the process of collaboration was the starting point
for the conditions of success. In combination with the literature review,
fourteen preliminary conditions were identified. To evaluate their
relevance, each condition was judged through discussion as to whether it
met the criteria of a useful principle. These criteria were: is this condition,
scientifically justified, necessary, sufficient, general, concrete and nonoverlapping (Robèrt, K-H et al. 2007, xviii).
From this process, concepts were chosen which are relevant for
collaboration and the number of success conditions was distilled down to
seven. Various interviews then added details to the aspiration and boundary
aspects of the conditions (Henen, Moeller, Wyley, Merry, Mota, Glad,
Herndon). These specific conditions were chosen due to their relevance for
the whole collaborative effort, as opposed to just specific phases of it.
Process. The process for collaboration was distilled from the following
bodies of thought: U-theory, Change Lab, Cape Cod Model, Five Breaths
model from Art of Hosting Methodologies, Emotional Intelligence,
Organizational Learning. Specific pieces of the processes were then added
or emphasized through the following interviews: Wyley, Henen, Mota,
Merry, Ibarra, Moeller, Herndon, Magdlela, Barnum, Reader. The names
of the energy curve phases were defined mostly from the Sustainable Food
Lab case study and the five breaths model from Art of Hosting and refined
after the information was gathered from the interviews.
Guidelines. The detailed information in the results matrix, lead to the
guidelines for each phase of collaboration. The interviews were categorized
into the phases of the collaboration, and the key success factors at each
phase became guidelines. In the interviews, experts mentioned tools which
help achieve the guidelines. These were also listed since they are helpful
for people who are reading the thesis.
Journey of the Magic Canoe. Through the analysis of the case study of the
meshwork and in interviews with people from the Berkana institute, the
journey of the magic Canoe was recognized as following the same process
as the lifecyle of emergence for taking social change to scale. In the
Meshwork design training we explored in depth how networks, CoP and
Meshworks interact and grow, what are their characteristics and how they
emerge.
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3 Results
The research methods described above lead to the following conditions,
processes and guidelines for successful collaboration. In this section, the
‘magic canoe’ metaphor is used as an image that helps to contain and
contextualize the findings of the research. Each subset of results contributes
to a piece of the canoe as follows:
•
•
•
•

Conditions for success - building a boat that floats in all weather
Collaborative process – developing a crew’s cohesion, and skill
Collaborative phases – the detailed steps of becoming a successful crew
Guidelines and tools – picking up the right oars and rowing

Figure 3.1: Metaphore of the magic canoe as seen from above
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3.1 Conditions for Success
Building a boat that floats in all weather
Drawing from literature in Natural Systems Science (Capra 2002),
Evolutionary Biology (Sahtouris 2000), Gestalt psychology based Cape
Cod Model (Melnick et al 2006), and Human Intelligences (Hamilton 2009)
various conditions under which human groups and organizational systems
flourish or deteriorate were found. Based on this understanding, conditions
for success in collaboration were developed.
Each condition for success is communicated in terms of an aspirationl and
boundary aspect. The aspirational aspect is an ideal benchmark and the
boundary is the limit after which collaboration would deteriorate. These
two aspects are helpful as they provide a range within which a practitioner
may choose to act. It provides a conceptual space for reflection, so that over
time the capacity to move towards the aspirational aspect would be
developed.
•

Aspiration aspect This describes the ideal scenario we want to aim
for. It helps us to harness and work alongside the natural energies in
human systems, thus unleashing and directing their full creative
potential and intelligence, while increasingly developing their
capacities to achieve their purpose.

•

Boundary aspect This describes what NOT to do, as it may be
destructive to the wellbeing of a collaborating human system and
reduces its effectiveness and capacity to achieve its purpose.
Provided that our actions fall within these boundaries, we also
ensure we are not wasting our energies working against the natural
rhythms and behaviours of human energies in the collaboration
effort.

These conditions apply throughout the entire collaborative process and help
achieve the vision of success by working within natural boundaries,
energies and rhythms of human collaborative groups. The success
conditions are shown in table 3.1
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3.1.1 Success Condition 1: Higher Purpose

HIGHER PURPOSE

In collaborative efforts, having a meaningful and inspiring higher purpose
gives the group the ability to transcend differences and create changes often
not thought possible (Mota, 2010 and Mandela, 1995). A meaningful
higher purpose draws people together. A huge and urgent purpose like
dealing with global climate change can unify people to work together at
unprecedented levels of complexity (McKibbon 2010).
ASPIRATIONAL ASPECT

BOUNDARY ASPECT

Have a higher purpose that is
inspiring, meets a valid social
need (Merry, 2010), fosters deep
commitment and can transcend
differences (Mota 2010).

Do not build collaboration
efforts around predetermined
visions that fail to tap people’s
highest aspiration.

Table 3.1 Success conditions with aspirational and boundary aspects.
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3.1.2 Success Condition 2: Awareness

AWARENESS

Only when an intervener is consciously aware of a dynamic within a
collaboration system, does he or she have the choice to effectively respond
to it (Covey 1989). Awareness is thus the process of sensing into a system,
detecting something ‘invisible’, making it ‘visible’ by seeing and
understanding it. (Melnick et al, 2006). This also includes fostering an
awareness of how social systems interact and are interconnected with
ecological systems, so the group may consciously choose to move towards
sustainability.
ASPIRATIONAL ASPECT

BOUNDARY ASPECT

Heighten the ability of the
system to be self aware (Henen,
2010). This includes being open
to all sources of information, and
heightening the ability of
information to flow throughout
the system (Atlee, 2010).

Avoid systematically
suppressing / ignoring
dissonant voices, information,
feedback and resistance
(particularly through the use of
power, status and control of
information flows (Melnick et
al 2006).

Table 3.1 continued
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3.1.3 Success Condition 3: Wholeness

WHOLENESS

To address a problem in a complex collaborating system, we need to
understand it as a whole, as well as the parts, interrelationships and context,
from the individual level up to the social body (Meshwork Design
Exploration 2010). It is also essential that the whole person is engaged
through body, heart, mind and spirit throughout the process. Leading from
wholeness means that the leader assumes each person will do the right thing
to move the whole system towards health and allows the system to connect
to itself to generate success rather than separating people and controlling
the outcomes.
ASPIRATIONAL ASPECT

BOUNDARY ASPECT

Deeply understand the system as
a whole in order to properly
identity root causes of problems
within the system (Eisenstadt
2010)

Avoid intervening at the
symptoms level (Eisenstadt
2010)

Invite the whole self into the
effort. (Ibarra, 2010)
Table 3.1 continued
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3.1.4 Success Condition 4: Interior/ Exterior
The state of health of the interior mental-emotional patterns and responses
of an individual or a collective, is directly linked to the quality and
effectiveness of their exterior behaviours and actions (Henen, 2010). The
exterior actions and behaviours, however, are a useful ally in detecting
disequilibrium in the interior. (Senge, 1990).
By extension, the interior quality of a facilitating core team is mirrored in
the external behaviours of a group they are intervening in (Herndon, 2010),
which has further ripple effects out into the larger system in which the
group as a whole is working to affect change (Mota, 2010).

INTERIOR/ EXTERIOR

A group’s interior is affected by external conditions (social values and
beliefs, culture, governance systems) only to the degree that they are
unaware and emotionally reactive to it, as opposed to having the awareness
to consciously respond to their environment. This is known as personal
mastery and group mastery. (Covey 1989)
ASPIRATIONAL ASPECT

BOUNDARY ASPECT

Create generative spaces and
conditions that facilitate the
development of high quality
interior capacities (Herndon,
2010). Bring capacity potentials
into the larger system, by
embodying those capacities in
the core team (Melnick et al,
2006).

Do not focus solely on the
exterior behaviours and
impacts as your primary
intervention strategy (Change
Lab workshop, 2009). But you
can observe the exterior
behaviours and impacts to lead
you to understand imbalances
in the interior perceptions and
patterns (Henen, 2010).

Bring awareness of cultural
context and worldview of
different participants (Mota
2010).

Do not blame the system for
resistance or negative feedback
(Melnick et al).

Table 3.1 continued
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3.1.5 Success Condition 5: Love/Power
The ability to nurture strong relationships as well as work with strategic
elements of power, leadership and hierarchy leads to a healthy balance in
the collaboration.
Relational processes build group energy through connection, trust,
openness and finding a shared vision (Melnick et al, 2006). This aspect of a
collaborative processes can also be called Love (Kahane 2010), or Yin, as it
is nurturing and generative of human energy through meaningful
connection and care. Strategic processes efficiently direct and use energy
(generated by the relational processes), within time and resource
constraints, to actualize the shared vision (Melnick et al, 2006). This aspect
of a collaborative processes can also be called Power (Kahane 2010) or
Yang.

LOVE/POWER

Adam Kahane, in his book ‘Power and Love - a theory and practice of
social change’ likens this balance to the metaphor of walking – one leg
representing relationship (Love) and the other representing the strategic
(Power). Successful walking requires the continuous interchange of the two
(Kahane 2010) which creates a dynamic balance.
ASPIRATIONAL ASPECT

BOUNDARY ASPECT

Develop group energy,
enthusiasm, commitment and
trust around a shared goal by
relationship building and
nurturing activities. Channel this
energy with appropriate strategic
processes that efficiently direct
this energy in pursuit of the
higher purpose (Moeller, 2010).
Emphasize relational or strategic
when appropriate (Melnick et al).

Avoid excesses of either
relational or strategic
functions relative to one
another (Kahane, 2010).

Table 3.1 continued
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3.1.6 Success Condition 6: Order/Chaos
In nature nothing is wasted and complex systems are co-ordinated through
feedback loops of resources, without any governance structures. This is
what is referred to as self-organization. From a very chaotic looking system
a new simple whole can emerge (Capra 1998).

ORDER/CHAOS

A social body movement towards sustainability will not spontaneously selforganize in a short time frame without leaders and hosts to build up the
energy and support communication. However, many interviews and
literature pointed to the fact that too much structure is stifling and the
design of processes and structures must be flexible. (Herndon 2010, Mota
2010, Manga 2010 and others). The goal of most practitioners is to use as
little structure as possible to get the job done, set the energy in motion and
then let the process emerge. This can also be referred to as Chaordic design
(Hock 1999). The key to working with this emergence is understanding that
chaos is part of the process of collaboration, is appropriate and even
necessary at certain phases of the process.
ASPIRATIONAL ASPECT

BOUNDARY ASPECT

Use just enough structure
necessary to get a job done, no
more.

Do not try to control the
system or force people to join
the collaborative effort
(Herndon, 2010).

Create new structures that allow
flow of information and enable
personal connections and
relationships. (Merry T. 2010)
Make plans and intentions, then
be flexible and let them go.
(Herndon 2010, Mota 2010,
Manga 2010).
Table 3.1 continued
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3.1.7 Success Condition 7: Rhythm
All living systems are in constant dynamic processes of movement and
change. Within this constant change, structure, order, identity and a sense
of security through predictability are maintained by regular rhythms,
patterns and cycles (Capra 1982). Vibrating atoms, a human heart beat, in
breath and out-breath, daily rhythms of night and day, and seasonal cycles
all give space for change and flux within ordered rhythms and patterns
(Capra 1982).

RHYTHM

Similarly, collaboration is energized by change and diversity, when held
within appropriate rhythms of face to face meetings, daily practices of
awareness and connection, weekly, monthly and yearly cycles and rhythms
of planning, reflection and celebrations. These form an identity, or culture,
in which a group feels secure. Rhythmic structures and patterns also
support the group in times of uncertainty and confusion (Glad 2010).
ASPIRATIONAL ASPECT

BOUNDARY ASPECT

Support meaningful rhythms for
the group including face to face
meetings, celebrations and
periodic meals together (Glad,
2010) routine reflection and daily
awareness practice (Moeller
2010)

Don’t force unnatural rhythms
or empty rituals on the group
or ignore the importance of
emerging new rhythms.
Avoid lack of rhythm in
collaborative efforts.

Table 3.1 continued
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3.2 The Collaborative Process
Developing a crew’s cohesion, commitment and skill.
3.2.1 Relational and Strategic Energy
A key theme from the research is the balance of relational and strategic
energies in enabling structures. The following findings show the need for
working with each of these three elements.
1. Relational elements develop the group’s cohesiveness, shared
purpose and understanding through trust and healthy relationship.
This creates enthusiasm, commitment, positive emotional and
physical energy (Wyley, 1996). (Symbolized by black circle)
2. Strategic elements efficiently and effectively direct this group
energy, within time and resource constraints, to achieve the group’s
shared purpose (Kahane, 2010). (Symbolized by white triangle)
3. Structural elements (processes, systems, procedures and structures),
which hold and supports Relational (Love-Yin) and Strategic
(Power-Yang) functions in achieving their purpose. (Moeller, 2010)
(Symbolized by grey square)

Figure 3.2: Terms for balancing and unifying polarities
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The relational and strategic aspects apply to the whole collaboration
process. Either may be emphasized during specific phases depending on the
need, but overall, a good balance needs to be maintained for the
collaboration to be generative and sustained (Melnick et al, 2006). This can
also be described as the art of dancing between the dynamics of Love and
Power in collaborating systems (Kahane, 2010). Structures and processes
support the proper functioning of these two energies (Moeller, 2010).

3.2.2 Energy and Discovery Curves
The process of the magic canoe is described in terms of energy and
discovery of the people moving through the process of collaboration.
The capacity to work intelligently with both energy and discovery curves is
also explored. As defined in the introduction, intelligence refers to the
capacity to respond in an effective and generative manner to a challenge.
The multiple intelligences referred to in this work are: physical, emotional,
intellectual and spiritual intelligences. The greater the intelligence capacity
in a curve, the more powerful that part of the curve is in its positive impact
on the overall collaboration effort.

Figure 3.3 Energy and Discovery Curves

‘Energy’ Curve: building emotional & physical energy
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The upper curve of the model expresses the flow of emotional and physical
energies within a group. The rising curve represents the energy as it builds
up during the predominantly relational phase. The curve descends in a
predominately strategic phase as the energies are channelled towards the
achievement of a goal (Nevis et al, 2003). Emotional intelligence is needed
to skilfully sense, hold, understand and balance these energies. Energy is
raised in the group as people spend time together, engage in conversations
that matter, and begin to form a shared vision. Group energy is channelled
by recognizing a shared vision and working together to make a plan of
action and trying things out in the world. Physical energy gives us the
strength, flexibility and stamina to do work. Since our bodies, hearts, minds
and spirits are all part of an interlinked system, healthy physical body
supports the functioning and capacity of the emotional, mental and spiritual
intelligences as well (Henen, 2010).
‘Discovery’ Curve: deepening collective understanding & intellectual
intelligence
The lower curve on the model represents the deepening understanding of a
complex system. Individuals are encouraged to reflect, to allow their inner
knowing to emerge about the system they are in and let new possibilities of
action come. Then the understanding is applied to the situation, by
prototyping and testing proposed solutions. (Scharmer, 2007, and Reos
Partners Change Lab workshop, 2009).
As the group travels down the discovery curve, the mass of data collected
may lead to confusion and discomfort (Henen, 2010). However, if the
container of the group’s emotional and physical energies strong, the people
can tolerate the feelings of discomfort and lack of control, until the required
clarity and resolution emerges (Barnum, 2010). The discovery curve
highlights the intellectual intelligence aspect of a collaborative process,
supported by the growing emotional and physical capacities. Fostering
healthy emotional and physical energies within the group may be seen as
important parts of the process of collaboration.
When putting the energy and discovery curves together as a whole, the
process of collaboration demands and develops the group’s spiritual
intelligence. Firstly, the facilitators must have the personal integrity to hold
the energies of the group in balance. This can come from having an attitude
in line with the success conditions mentioned above and embodying them
in daily practice. This takes mindfulness, practice and commitment.
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Secondly, the participants will be learning to have an interconnected view
of the world. If the participants can start to feel that caring for the whole is
the same as caring for oneself, then they may be motivated to take on the
challenges of systemic change and not give up when facing the inevitable
pressures and discomfort of the collaboration between diverse people.
Finally, a spiritual capacity of listening to the source or as Scharmer calls
‘presencing’, is important when approaching systemic change with a living
systems perspective. The group will learn to tap into new ways of knowing
by slowing down and connecting to themselves and others in a deeper way.
This is a difficult thing for many people so it will take gentleness, practice
and safe spaces to bring this skill about in the collaboration. As we are
supported in opening to ourselves and others, our capacities and
intelligences grow. Correspondingly, our recognition and compassion for
these same struggles in those around us increases. Then the whole group
benefits and increases the collective ability to act from an open heart. In
this way, the collective spiritual intelligence is developed.
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3.3 Collaborative Phases, Guidelines and Tools
Picking up the paddles and practicing together
Along the process of the collaboration, seven phases can be identified.
Guidelines are listed for each phase, represented by a paddle. Tools are also
shared which may be helpful for implementing the guidelines.
Figure 3.4: Paddles for each phase
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Table 3.2 below shows the results for each phase of the collaborative
process. First strategic guidelines that apply at all levels of complexity are
listed, then guidelines that are unique to each level. Finally, some tools are
provided to aid practitioners on the journey. For explanations of the tools,
see appendix H.
3.3.1 The Call
“The last ten years have been a continuing pilgrimage with people who are
drawn to that same question. How do we do something that makes enough
of a difference to make a difference?” (Stilger 2010)
Answering the call is how leaders come to work in the field of collaboration
and social evolution. There is a power often perceived as a mysterious
calling of something higher that challenges us to embark upon a journey,
endure and eventually surrender into the transformation required of us to
achieve our purpose (Jaworski 1998). Not everybody was born to be a
leader, but anyone who answers the call, inevitably becomes one. The
following guidelines were offered to help leaders create a strong core team
who will facilitate the emergence of a co-ordinated collaboration process.

Phase 1: The Call

Table 3.2 Guidelines and Tools
- Form a strong, positive intention for the collaboration
- Look for relational chemistry in core team
- Invite diversity of skill and perspective in the core team
For all
- Continuously develop mindfulness/slowing down
parts
- Continuously develop personal and group of skills
- Commit to practice together with friends
Indiv.
- Believe in your ability to make a difference
Social
Body

Tools

- Enable the flow of up-to-date data on the current state of
the larger system
- Encourage leaders to start new initiatives in sustainability
challenge areas that need more attention.
- Meditation, time connecting with nature, extended
silence, Deep/Authentic listening, ‘Circle’ communication,
Leadership Coaching
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3.3.2 Convene
“..we have set something in motion with an intention and invitation process ... and
then we let it go.. In all my designing, holding that as a key principle has been
delightful...There is something beyond you that gets activated in the process.... All
these social process technologies are trying to tap into the living systems of our
world.. so when you send out an invitation.. that becomes an attractor in the
quantum field, in the social body” (Herndon 2010).

The core team draws people into a conversation about how to create events,
initiatives and structures to support large scale collaboration in a specific
context.
Phase 2: Convene

For all
parts

Individual
Network

Community
of Practice
Social Body
Tools

- Define and hold a clear intention as a convening
invitation.
- Accept that whoever comes are the right people.
- Foster diversity, including political, economic and
cultural voices
- Co-design with participants to create a generative
space
- Design based on purpose and context
- Aim for simplicity and flexibility in process design
- Define just enough structure for success
- Foster sense of ownership and commitment by
participants
-Define a personal development design into the
process
-Use existing networks in relevant fields to invite
people and Invite the most influential people possible
to gain credibility
-Enable new communities of practice to emerge for the
purpose of the group’s call
-Bring awareness of the emergent social body and all
its participants
- Face to face meetings, process co-design
-Dialogue tools: Open Space, World Cafe,
Appreciative Inquiry, Dynamic Facilitation.
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3.3.3 Energize
"If I had a choice of living in a community that has a healthy
communication style but no sustainability infrastructure, or a community
that has zero foot print but the people don't like each other, I would live in
the first one every time, because everything becomes possible if you can
crack that one" (Dawson 2010).
In order to create a new level of collaboration, a lot of human energy is
required. This energy can be obtained by building authentic and true
relationships and creating a shared vision.
Phase 3: Energize

For all
parts

Individual

Team

Network

Community
of Practice
Social Body
Tools

- Build relational trust using authentic communication
- Organize community building games and exercises
- Name and work with the energy and shadows (buried
treasure) of the group.
- Set governing structures and process to ensure fluid
roles and responsibilities to prevent status and power
blockages
- Honour Individual purpose apart from group
- Support personal development
- Give individuals space to commit to being in the group
- Have working groups self select based on locality,
interest and friendship.
- Create rhythm and balance in routine face to face /
online meetings (Agree on periodicity)
- Create a positive vibe in the network, by sharing
valuable information and interesting articles or videos
about the undertaken initiatives.
-Practice being together in line with the vision (Be the
change).
- Cross pollinate needs, talents and resources
- Use tools allowing the whole to be seen (holoptical).
-Play, Games, Bodywork, Circle communication,
Workshop on deep listening, Agree to communication
guidelines, maps to show the process and the energy,
learning journey, vision quest.
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3.3.4

Emergent Vision

“It’s about building the vision, moving [the group/people] out of their
comfort zone, moving them into this new place that they usually don’t go by
themselves. And then it’s about holding the vision when you go through
figuring out the details. Do not diminish the vision in that moment because
you can’t really see the entire path” (Rowland 2010).
Once the participants in a collaboration process have a deep understanding
of each other and the system, a process of identifying a shared vision is part
of building the creative tension of the group to prepare it to move forward.
Phase 4: Emergent Vision

-Understand sustainability and collaboration principles
- Understand the system and its boundaries
- Create a shared vision together with all group
For all
members welcome to participate
parts
- Make the whole visible by looking at the issue from
many angles and by sharing the stories of the people
involved in the process. Recognize the interdependence
of all pieces.
- Honour what is, rather than blaming and fighting
Individual
-Accept personal responsibly for the current state of the
issue
Team
-Structure/space which supports co-workers to connect
and share ideas as part of the daily routine.
Network
- Connect on exchanges to fully understand the other
parts of the system and other people’s experiences.
- Networks share what trends and needs are emerging
Community - Share information, knowledge and possibilities of
of Practice
action to build a shared vision.
Guidelines

Social Body
Tools

- Co- Sense what the larger emerging vision is from all
the participants
- Multi stakeholder interviews, dialogues, visioning
session
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3.3.5 Strategize
“It’s not just about being soulful and emergent, it is also about being
strategic and disciplined and rigorous - especially when we are operating
at scales that affect millions of people. How do we track this kind of stuff?
How do we evaluate it? How do we maintain accountability? We need some
rigour in this. We can't just bounce our way through it. It’s not okay to be
haphazard when we are dealing with a massive spread of disease.”
(Merry T. 2010)
Once the creative tension is built up, it is time to focus the energy into
concrete actions. A complex system, by nature is unpredictable, so it is
difficult to plan based on the state of the present or trends from the past.
However it can be useful to have a strategy to get people into working
teams, moving towards the vision, bounded by principles of success.
Phase 5: Strategize

Guidelines
For all parts

Individual
Team
Network

Community
of Practice
Social Body

Tools

- Define areas of success and conditions for success
- Foster creativity in a group process by diverging
(brainstorming) and converging (prioritizing and
choosing)
- Use backcasting from sustainability principles
- Support each other to sit in the discomfort and chaos
of the complexity and unknowing
- Create a flexible strategy
- Value all perspectives and the dissonant voices
- Form new project teams to create a mission aligned
with the group vision.
- Gather organizations and individuals, making
themselves visible. Open the space for knowledge
exchange.
-Have project teams support each other in finding the
best strategies
- Create support structures to incubate new project, its
implementation and evolution process.
-Commitment circle, pro-action cafe, chaordic stepping
stones model, ABCD analysis, Framework for Strategic
Sustainable Development
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3.3.6 Action Learning
“The driver of a community of practice is the domain, the work, don’t get lost
wondering; do I trust you or not? Why are we together? Keep bringing that back,
and keep evaluating and reflecting on how is the work moving forward. This is the
more rigorous clarity, are we getting our [work] done?” (Moeller 2010).

Working groups implement projects and learn about what works and what
does not in a certain context, and continue trying new ideas.
Phase 6: Action Learning

For all parts

Individual
Team
Network

- Do, dream, dare. (in that order)
- Rapid prototype and scale up the positive results
- Phase out the support of the facilitator of the
collaborative process.
- Assume responsibility to care for ecosystems
-Encourage champions and leaders to hold projects and
take responsibility
- Create a tangible mission aligned with the group
vision, with a time frame.
- Nourish and maintain the network
- Define roles and activities

Community
of Practice

- Support each other with aligned principles of success,
give constant feedback in the implementation process.

Social Body

- Connect skills and resources at a large scale.
- Create support structures to incubate new project
implementation and evolution
- Experiment with new wealth systems and governance
models at a large scale. Gently dissolve non-functioning
structures to free up resources for collaborative
approaches.
- Coordinate efforts of several projects for maximum
impact on the system.

Tools

-Dynamic Governance, Holacracy, Metacurrencies
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3.3.7 Celebration, Reflection and Sharing
“Any important work we are doing these days is experimental, and any
experiment is next to worthless if we don’t take time to stop and reflect and
learn from it.” (Stilger, 2010)
“Let’s change the world while enjoying life at the same time. Sounds
trivial, but it’s not. Enjoying life while changing the world is
fundamental”(Mota 2010).
Celebrating small wins and making time to learn from failures keeps the
process moving forward and growing to be organized at a larger scale.
Phase 7: Celebration, Reflection and Sharing

For all parts

Network

Community of
Practice

Social Body

Tools

- Include sacred, meaningful and joyful ceremony
- Plan routine time for reflection and sharing
- Track process towards achievable goals
- Continuously learn and share publicly
- Honour/be prepared for setbacks and failures
- Communicate successes, learning experience and
spread the message!
- Scale to new locations by inspiring and allowing
others to apply knowledge to a new context. (Bottom
up)
- Scale up impact by having a central sharing place,
where all the parts can see what each other are doing.
(Top down)
- Storytelling, unique and creative celebrations, Gifts
and gratitude at special occasions. Case study or books
about a project. Collaborative online tools as Wiser
Earth social networking platform and Gaiasoft
Meshworking online tool.
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The Discovery curve is about the team learning about the issue they are
facing. It is adapted from Theory U (Scharmer 2008). We have not gone
into detail about the guidelines here but recommend reading more on the
theory U process.
1. Co-sense – Ask people what they sense as trends calling for
attention.
2. Understand- Observe as a group, looking at everyone’s experience
from different angles. Listen with open mind and open heart. Look
for Where are sustainability principles being violated.
3. Let go – Release assumption and old mental models of how the
world works. Set aside time to connect deeply inside and integrate
all the observations and experiences so far.
4. Root Problem – Share insights from the process so far. A clear
understanding of the core needs and root problems can emerge.
5. Prototype – test out the ideas in simple models, paper based, found
object sculptures or computer simulations,
6. Crystallize – put ideas into real life and test them. Understand what
makes and impact, learn how to get things done. Let the intensions
set from the beginning come into being.
7. Sharing/Learning – Tell others about successes and failures. Create
structures that can hold new initiatives.

3.4 The Journey of the Magic Canoe
“In nature, change never happens as a result of top-down, pre-conceived
strategic plans, or from the mandate of any single individual or boss.
Change begins as local actions spring up simultaneously in many different
areas. If these changes remain disconnected, nothing happens beyond each
locale. However, when they become connected, local actions can emerge as
a powerful system with influence at a more global or comprehensive level.”
Meg Wheatley
As people learn to collaborate on sustainability issues, they will build the
skills and capabilities to co-ordinate actions on more complex and large
scale issues. The journey of the magic canoe as illustrated in figure 3.5
shows how complexity and connectivity increases as the number of people
and stakeholders grows.
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The journey of the magic canoe is the application of the ‘Life cycle of
Emergence’ from the Berkana Institute to the collaborative process of the
magic canoe developed in this research. The Journey consists of four
phases: name, connect, nourish and illuminate. (Wheatley and Frieze
2006).
‘Name’ refers to the process of bringing visibility to all the stakeholders in
a system which may be acting as independent and self organized wholes,
The second phase, ‘connect’, is when similar efforts around the world start
to develop relationships and share experiences. This could happen through
online platforms and at gatherings around the world. The third phase
‘Nourish’ is the process when those groups commit to work together for a
common goal, becoming a community of practice to share knowledge, learn
together and support each other in the implementation of their own
initiatives. Finally, ‘Illuminate’ is the action of spreading the achievements
obtained during the cycle, bringing inspiration to other networks and
communities giving birth to a system of influence that fosters more of these
processes to be initiated bringing social change to scale.
Groups, organizations, networks, communities of practice and social bodies
do not always emerge in a sequential manner, but in the large scheme, there
must be a network of people in contact before groups and communities of
practice can form and people must practice working together on social
change before an intelligent and effective social body emerges. All types of
participants can be invited to a social body collaboration. (Frieze, Barrett,
Merry, Hamilton). Figure 3.5 illustrates how the connections of all these
different organizational structures come together over time to create
functioning social body.
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Figure 3.5 Journey of the magic canoe
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3.4.1 The compass for the journey
Within the overall life cycle of emergence process, and following the
collaboration process, several additional tools, concepts and technologies
which have been identified as useful for the emergence of the social body.
These can be categorized into relational, strategic and structural.
Relational. Social media and social networks using online platforms will
help organizations name themselves, connect to each other and nourish
each other across geographic locations and at large scales. Jeff Barnum
from Reos Partners believes that these platforms should be designed by
artists to really engage the human element in the interaction. Meeting face
to face is important to build relationships and hold the group energy.
Regina Rowland mentioned that small groups tend to meet every three
months to keep the relationships alive and the Berkana institute organizes
learning exchanges several weeks in length. Finally, social technologies
like the art of hosting where participants are taught how to use collective
and deep dialogue methodologies like the world café, open space,
appreciative inquiry amongst others, are helping collective intelligence
practitioners to take large groups to higher levels of understanding and
collaboration. See Appendix H for info on these tools.
Strategic. Processes like the CHE meshwork and change lab are guiding
many stakeholders come together to analyse the system they are involved in
to find what actions can be taken to create effective change in the system to
move towards sustainability. The Centre for Human Emergence is
currently looking into how to make these efforts more coordinated and
strategic.
Structural. New governance models are suggested, where a deeper level of
participation is encouraged in order to access the wisdom of the whole. An
innovative governance structure that is being implemented is Holacray.
This uses a hierarchical structure, but has agreements in place to ensure all
people have a voice. Also, new wealth exchange systems should be
considered (Ibarra 2010). An example of this is meta-currencies, where
people can create wealth by exchanging credits (based on knowledge, time,
recognition, etc.) over an online platform so no bank fees apply to their
transactions. In summary, in order to address the complex challenges, a
combination of tools and processes are needed to form a global social body
capable of having an impact in the global policies and economic systems
around the world.
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4 Discussion
4.1 The Magic Canoe: Results as a Whole
As outlined in the introduction, the purpose of this research is to aid
practitioners working with complex sustainability problems to successfully
use collaboration as a means towards sustainable development.
The collaborative process presented in this thesis is specifically designed to
accommodate multiple actors in increasing numbers in an intense learning
journey. In the process their capacity to effectively collaborate in complex
problems at a large scale is developed.
The metaphor of the magic canoe helps to contain the multitude of elements
that successful collaboration operating at this level of complexity entails,
thus synthesizing, simplifying and structuring what would otherwise be
overwhelming amounts of information.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Conditions for success
Collaborative process
Collaborative phases within the process
Guidelines and actions for each phase
Journey of the magic canoe

The Conditions for Success, Collaborative Process, Phases and Guidelines
are all contained in the figure 3.1. Their relevance, interconnection and
application for collaboration and strategic sustainable development are
discussed thereafter.
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Figure 4.1: Structure for the tool of magic canoe

4.2 Conditions for Success
The conditions for success help a practitioner working with collaboration
for SSD to be aware of key aspects of collaboration. By understanding and
actively working with these key aspects, the practitioner has a much greater
chance for success in the overall initiative.
As an example, the success condition of Purpose, and its relevance and
application is illustrated as follows:
By working from a meaningful higher purpose, individuals and the group as
a whole feel a sense of meaning, inspiration and commitment. When the
group encounters strong disagreements or setbacks, provided the belief in
and their commitment to their collective purpose is strong enough, it can
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inspire them to reach into the highest parts of themselves, push their
boundaries and develop the capacities needed to overcome the challenge. In
this case, it may be the emotional and cognitive capacity to dialogue and
explore the disagreement, in an open, respectful, and generative way. In
the process, the whole begins to be greater than the sum of parts, as new
capacities emerge at the collective level.
This new capacity then provides benefits in many other areas of the work –
the ability to value and trust each others’ contributions, to think together
and explore ideas, to openly voice feelings about an aspect of the work as
valuable sources of information. The benefits of these new capacities have
an upward spiralling and re-enforcing effect, helping other capacities to
develop. In this case we have worked towards aspiration part of the success
condition.
Without this understanding, a practitioner could call a collaborative group
into being around a purpose that is not deeply inspiring or foster the
necessary belief and commitment in the group. When significant setbacks
or internal disagreements occur, the intensity of this discomfort is not
counterbalanced by much larger commitment and need to succeed. In this
case, individuals may avoid engaging with a difficult issue, let the
disagreement fester, which can then overtime lead to distrust, power
struggles and in the worst case fissures in the group, where it becomes
easier to simply walk away.
The group remains a sum of separate parts, and all its potential emergent
capacities (collective thinking and problem solving, collective inspiration
and passion, mutual care, support and sharing) remain undeveloped. This
illustrates the boundary aspect of the success condition, which expresses
what we should avoid doing.
In summary, Aspiration aspects of the conditions for success help us to
work with human nature and win the support of its energies and capacities
as an ally in our pursuit of the vision. And conversely, by being clear on
what activities create resistance and disconnection in people, we avoid
having human dynamics turning against us, and undermining the pursuit of
the vision.
It is also useful to note, that the conditions for a success are a system of
interlinked concepts, and thus for example, by working with the success
condition of higher purpose, this supports the possibility of the individuals
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in the group to emerge as a cohesive whole, and thus positively affects the
success condition of wholeness.

4.3 Process of Collaboration
The process of collaboration is useful for SSD practitioners and
collaboration in general, because it synthesizes several models into a
coherent picture.

Figure 4.2: Mental model of magic canoe
The process model helps us to understand in what order various pieces of a
collaborative process occur. For example, in the Energy curve, a foundation
of strong relationships (left hand side of curve) leads to a cohesive and
energized team capable of good strategic work (right hand side of curve).
This removes the common temptation to jump straight into strategic work
because of our sense of urgency, or because it appears the most logical
place to start and strategic intervention (Melnick at al 2006 ).
Similarly in the Discovery curve, we first need to deeply understanding the
system in which we wish to intervene, before we can prototype solutions
(Eisenstadt 2009). This safeguards against the common temptation to
design interventions based on what we think the problem is, which often is
only a symptom of deeper root causes (Senge 1990).
The model also helps us to understand what parts of the process run in
parallel, for example, in the discovery curve people intellectually observe
or co-sense a problem or emerging trend that needs attention. At the same
time, in the energy curve, the core team talks about the issues and develops
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friendships necessary to commit to engaging in the issue together.
Similarly, as we move into directing group energy to strategy in the energy
curve, prototyping in the discovery curve will be required to help make
prioritizing decisions. By being aware of the process beforehand, and
expecting to learn from the process and start over a few times, the group is
less likely to perceive challenges as ‘failures’ and become de-motivated in
the process (Barnum 2010).

4.3.1 Phases within the Process of Collaboration
The phases of the magic canoe provide a useful mental model throughout
the collaborative process for planning and for ‘seeing the whole’.
Facilitators of the process can use the guidance of the phases to plan ahead
and enable the conditions for the emergence of the social body that can
move towards sustainability. As the facilitator or core group recognizes
which phase the group is in, they can follow the relevant guidelines for that
phase, organize the enabling structures for the next phase and remember not
to miss crucial elements like celebration and reflection. The phases of the
magic canoe are useful as a guide but are not a strict prescription of what to
do and do not always have to be followed linearly. The goal is to foster
emergence allowing innovation to grow, along with a strategy to reach the
vision of a successful collaboration.
The second way the phases help with collaboration is that a shared mental
model of the process enables the participants to see the whole more clearly
and be mentally prepared to try new things. By making the invisible
process visible, this helps participants feel comfortable and enables them to
sit with the ambiguity and magnitude of the undertaking. When playing
games or spending time in nature, it can be rationalized as an important part
of the growth process of a group and not wasting precious time. Also in the
phase of letting go of mental models and trying to understand the
complexity of the challenge, there may be a lot of discomfort and
confusion. Knowing that this is normal part of the process and that the
group will get past it, can help participants to ‘embrace the chaos’ which is
necessary to get through to new ways of thinking and acting (Stilger 2010,
Barnum 2010).
To help foster a collaboration which supports strategic sustainable
development, the ‘strategize’ phase of the process is a good time to
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encourage the use of the FSSD sustainability principles and using a
backcasting from principles method of planning. These are all explained
well by the FSSD to help people with strategic planning. Also, in the
vision phase, sustainability must be incorporated in some way, at least
using the sustainability principles to frame the boundaries within which
people operate. Systems thinking and recognition of interconnectivity can
be encouraged and taught throughout the process as part of a collective,
ongoing personal development routine.
The phases of the magic canoe apply in a similar way to all levels of
complexity in collaboration, whether we are talking about a small
community group doing a project, a regional community of practice
working towards a vision or a globalized multi-stakeholder project
attempting to move society towards sustainability. As the collaboration
reaches higher levels of complexity, more skill will be needed in each
phase. This complexity includes the elements of more people involved,
more sophisticated technology used and larger challenges with more
unknowns being faced.

4.3.2

Guidelines

The guidelines for each phase are useful when a practitioner is ready to
engage with a particular phase of the project and deepen the understanding
of how to create a successful collaboration. Details are provided for
individual, group, network, community of practice and social body levels of
complexity so people can find the most relevant information for their
situation. For example, if a community of practice is engaged in
action/learning, people should try to do lots of prototypes and learn what
works and share results with others, but it does not have to consider new
governance and wealth structures. If they decide to join a larger
collaborative effort with other networks and communities, then they can
look more closely at the guidelines at the social body level.
If someone is working as a sustainability consultant, they may be asked to
join the effort at the strategize phase or they may be hosting people through
the whole process of collaboration. Either way, the goal is to embed
sustainability and strategic thinking into the structure of the collaboration
so the consultant is not needed for the group to continue to move towards
sustainability.
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The tools listed can give the practitioner some ideas about what is available
and more information can be found about them in the Change Handbook
(Holman and Devane 2007) and with online searches. Tools are being
created and rediscovered all the time so it is advised to keep looking and
share the best experiences with other practitioners.

4.3.3 Journey of the Magic Canoe
The journey of the magic canoe is useful to practitioners who are well
experienced in the field of collaboration towards sustainability. It is the
next step after some small collaboration efforts have been successful. Then
people can continue to develop the capacity to collaborate at larger scales.
The journey of the magic canoe may need more structure and top down
organization compared to the Berkana Institute approach of self
organization. Even though it follows the same our steps (name, connect,
nourish, illuminate), there may be several formal paid positions needed to
keep the energy flowing because all the sustainability change agents are
busy doing their own work. It will be important to find ways to
acknowledge the connector role as a valuable contribution to the
community even though no direct sales or products come from these
activities. That is where the new wealth systems come in as mentioned in
the results.
Many pioneering efforts like the Center for Human Emergence, Reos
Partners and the Natural Step Global Sustainability Network are in the early
stages of development of their strategies for large scale collaboration. The
journey of the magic canoe offers a framework that can be used by all of
these initiatives. The journey of the magic canoe can be a reference point
for deeping the dialogue between the various social change initiatives
working towards a holistic, living systems view of sustainability.

4.4 Magic Canoe as a Practical Tool
The magic canoe can be used as a design and planning tool, and also as a
diagnostic tool to help restore health to a struggling collaborative process.
If a problem is occurring, and the symptoms are showing up, for example,
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as people quitting the effort, a leader could consider the phase the effort is
in and if the guidelines for that phase are being followed, or if a previous
phase has been skipped or rushed. Also a deeper look at the success
conditions can help identify root causes of problems. If the group is in the
action/learning phase and running out of energy, the leader might talk to a
few people and listen for signs if the trusting relationships appear to need
work, if the roles and responsibilities are being respected or if the people
still share a vision and are inspired by a higher purpose. The practitioner
will learn to look for the most upstream root of the problem to be most
effective at addressing issues.

4.5 Limitations of the Magic Canoe as a Tool
“We need to learn to pick up our models when they serve us, as opposed to
believing they are the territory."
Barrett Brown, 2010
The mental model contained in our results and magic canoe tool allows us
to make sense of a complex process, however it is limited as it gives us an
over simplified view of the whole. In reality, people come and go,
unforeseen obstacles arise and no process goes as it was planned. Many
experts stressed the need to make a plan and then let it go and be flexible in
the moment (Rowland 2010, Herndon 2010, Manga 2010).
The magic canoe is simply a lens for intellectually simplifying complexity
that has its gifts, but also its limitations. We thus need to hold these maps
lightly, and use them in conjunction with other ways of making sense of our
systems, in order to continuously move towards an increasingly accurate
cognitive and felt understanding of the real situation. Two practitioners
working in highly complex collaborative systems shared how they
intuitively sensed and felt into a system in order to properly understand its
functioning as a whole. They described this as an intuitive process they
could not explain, but included the capacity to relax, sit within ambiguity
and confusion, experiment and allow a clarity to naturally emerge in its
own time (Henen, 2010 and Barnum, 2010).
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At higher levels of complexity, understanding of the whole cannot be
grasped nor understood with the logical mind alone. It is suggested that the
use of the creative right side of the brain, and the use of multiple
intelligences (body, heart, intuition, logic-creative mind, spirit) are all
necessary. They form an invaluable ‘information processing system’
allowing us to sense into a system, process multiple information flows and
intervene accordingly. This multidimensional way of using intelligences as
interveners can then be supplemented by the use of a tool such as the magic
canoe (Melnick, 2006).

4.6 Feedback and Validity of Results
This section evaluates the validity of the results of the research. For the
success conditions, the raw data has a fairly good validity because it comes
from many highly experienced and thoughtful experts in the related field,
however they all belong to the same network with similar worldviews, so
their consensus of opinion, was somewhat predetermined. The success
conditions were chosen with the lens of theories of complex living systems
being developed by physicists and respected scientists, which makes each
condition valid in its own right. There is high confidence that treating the
collaboration process like living systems is more accurate than viewing it as
mechanical process as is done in current literature of collaboration for
business. This confidence comes from logic, that humans are in fact part of
living systems and reducing them to mechanical abstractions, is no longer
helpful at higher levels of complexity. It cannot be confirmed that the
choice of which success conditions to use for the magic canoe are correct or
exhaustive. Some success conditions currently overlap, which indicated that
more refinement and would need to be completed, most likely in dialogue
with many more practitioners, theorists and practical tests.
The process of collaboration is validated by robust and widely accepted
models of psychology and collaboration. The method by which the models
were combined, accurately describe a true collaborative process, and are
helpful to practitioners needs further testing. The feedback from experts so
far has been positive but the model has not been used in practice to test how
strong it is. The phases of collaboration are built from specific case studies
and interviews. They would need more verification before they can be
deemed a general model. If the processes and parts of other large scale
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collaborative social movements like Transition Towns, Elios, and the 350
movement also matched these findings then it would gain more validity as a
general model.
The guidelines actions and tools are only collected by the specific
researchers and experts of our study. There could be many more guidelines
and tools which are useful in different contexts. This is why a collaborative
database is suggested in the structure of the tool to help practitioners gather
and share information in the field.
The journey of the magic canoe is the application of Berkana’s life cycle of
emergence to the process of collaboration. The Berkana model is about
scaling up innovation and the journey of the magic canoe is about scaling
up collaboration. These concepts are very closely linked because the
collaborators are innovating towards sustainability. The validity is based
on the proven nature of the Berkana model since 1994. Berkana are in fact
connecting people around the world in meaningful efforts. For example the
Art of Hosting community have been supported by the Berkana Institute
and have grown in five years to have 100 gatherings in 20 countries
(Berkana Institute 2008). This hypothesis would also need testing and
refinement as it is brought into practice.
4.6.1 Validity of the methods
Having previous contacts with the interviewees allowed for an openness of
sharing, yet also introduced a bias of similar experience, worldview and
values. The effects of the bias were reduced by interviewing practitioners
from many different cultures and continents, who work with many sectors
and fields. Even though a large range was attempted, there was a bias in the
interviewees towards integral theory, spiral dynamics and the U-theory.
This is most likely because these ideas have been found useful in the work
of collaboration towards sustainability. The case study methods were
designed to be casual and unobtrusive to the groups we were studying.
However, at times it was difficult or impossible to stay outside the process
as an observer. Thus, a more participatory approach was undertaken to
dive deeper into the experience of the Hub and the Meshwork. The
objectivity of being an observer was exchanged for a deeper understanding
and feeling for the context. This means that some of the results come from
an intuitive feeling of being immersed in the context as well as being
validated by experts in interviews and literature.
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The experts were invited to give feedback on the results in online
discussions and over email. Several points were incorporated into the
work. For example, Jeff Barnum pointed out the importance of embracing
ambiguity in a large scale change effort. This point was also expressed
strongly by Bob Stigler and others in the interviews. That aspect was added
as an important part of the whole process. Deborah Frieze helped to clarify
the use of the concept of emergence when discussing the journey of the
magic canoe. Most experts were pleased by the work and expressed that it
was helpful to see how their various models and work relate to each other.
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5 Conclusion
5.1.1 Key Findings
The magic canoe is a mental model to help change agents understand
collaborative bodies as complex living systems. Understanding the
concepts of Higher Purpose, Awareness, Wholeness, Interior/Exterior,
Power/Love, Chaos/Order, and Rhythm, and how to foster those conditions
will equip the change agent with the confidence and attitude required for
the task.
A general process of collaboration towards sustainability has been
described as having seven phases: The Call, Convene, Energize, Vision,
Strategize, Action-Learn and Celebrate. Guidelines for each phase are
listed along with helpful tools. Some guidelines were relevant to all the
participants in a social body and some were specific to the individual,
group, network or community of practice. Having awareness of the
invisible energies of the group and practical advice from experts will help
facilitators avoid pitfalls and diagnose problems in the collaboration. The
magic canoe map can hold all the information for easy reference.
The journey of the magic canoe describes how collaboration can continue
to scale up to have global reach. The four steps in the lifecycle of
emergence; name, connect, nourish and illuminate are proposed as a model
for scaling up the impacts of collaboration.

5.1.2 The Magic Canoe and SSD
Looking at the big picture, the magic canoe helps people move strategically
towards sustainability by providing a blueprint of how to foster greater
collaboration. This is essential for system wide implementation of strategic
sustainable development.
Practitioners working from the Framework for Strategic Sustainable
Development could use the magic canoe as a tool when trying to
understand the system they are working in and when developing strategy
for collaboration. Once an organization or community have been working
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on their own sustainable vision and strategies and starting to think
systemically, they will most likely recognize the need to collaborate with
their web of influence. Equipped with a systems understanding of
successful collaboration, sustainability consultants, organizations and
community leaders can navigate the waters in their own context.

5.2 Future Applications
The intense exploration and mind-opening discovery journey of our thesis
made it clear that writing a thesis on our findings was only the first step of a
larger body of work. This inspirational journey has opened up various
possibilities and ideas for the deepening explorations and creating practical
applications of the findings. Some of these include:
On-line Collaborative Platform: A recurring petition from many experts
who were interviewed, was that an online platform should be created where
all the information that was gathered could be shared and evolve as a space
for co-creative exploration. This would support experts, practitioners and
the general public to share knowledge, best practices, experiences and
burning questions around collaboration at this level of complexity. This
could provide a place to bring visibility to new approaches and a
community space to learn and co-create.
This platform can be linked to the leading websites of practitioners in the
field like the Society for Organizational Learning, Berkana Institute, The
Centre for Human Emergence, The Art of Hosting, The Transitioner, Cointelligence Institute, WiserEarth, just to mention a sample of possibilities.
The online information sharing tool is envisioned using the model of the
magic canoe as an organizational structure. In this case another piece of the
paddle will be added after tools, called resources. Here information can be
collected about good websites that can give more specific information
about tools and concepts useful for that particular ‘paddle’. Also
practitioners and consultants who have mastered particular skills can list
their services there. The structure of a tool has been outlined as in figure
5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Magic canoe as an online resource

Book on Effective Collaboration on Complex Societal Issues. The
researchers may decide to write a book in which certain concepts and
avenues can be deepened which were beyond the scope of the thesis. This
could be written to have a greater applicability to practitioners in the field
with more case studies and examples of good work currently happening.
Creating a Workshop and/or a Game. We have considered creating a
learning experience to help people understand the concepts of the magic
canoe. Workshops, stories and games that tap into multiple intelligences
would be proposed and tested to find what works well. This would explore
the use of the artistic elements such as sound, music, imagery and play.
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5.3 Further Research
The scope in this thesis was focused mainly on complex collaborative
processes to enable intelligence in our collective social bodies. In this
process, several areas for further research emerged:
Emergence through On-line / On-life collaborative processes towards
sustainability: As the lifecycle of emergence (Wheatley et al 2006) shares
the importance of weaving critical connections to bring social change to
scale, the role of online technologies has become a determining element to
foster effective collaboration through networks, communities of practice,
and complex collaborative processes.
During our research interviews, several experts shared the perspective that
we still have to learn to integrate the full potential of online collaborative
platforms. It is important to balance on-line / on-life interactions in a way
that keeps the energy of the group moving. It was suggested that a real
quantum leap in collaboration capacities for social justice, environmental
rights and community development would be seen once we learn to
generatively weave our online technologies into our collaborative processes
(Herndon,2010).
Widespread Change and Collaboration through Art and Culture: One of
the dominant theories for social change is the Ripple Out effect, in which
leaders attempt social change by searching for leverage points and
intervening with key players in business and community. They then
observe to see if the change starts to affect other businesses and
communities (Barnum 2010). This is essentially an intellectual, top down
approach to social systems change. However, there is a second theory of
change that suggests that mass social change can be achieved through,
artistic and cultural methods where many small changes rise simultaneously
to form a massive shift in the culture.
It would be intriguing to examine the approach of the former mayor of
Bogotá in Colombia, Antanas Mokcus and the former mayor of Tirana in
Albania, Edi Rama. They have realized that direct intervention in society by
introducing artistic and cultural elements, not as seducing propaganda but
as stimulating impulses, can bring new thoughts, mindsets and behaviours.
They have applied this in a systematic and strategic manner achieving great
success in their countries. The core premise of these theories is that there is
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an untapped power in people that one can harness for change through these
artistic and cultural elements. This is a new field that needs to be explored
with further detail and can be an effective way of fostering massive change
and social collaboration towards sustainability. The golden question for this
study is: How we can help governments, society and organizations to use
these methods to orient and harness their collective cultural power for
positive social change?

5.4 Catching the Wave
Society is transiting through turbulent storms and aims to find safe refuge.
However, there is still a tsunami of changes and transformation coming our
way. In order to face the oncoming challenges we evoke the spirit of Eric
Young’s magic canoe to describe society’s need for building a large
collaborative system that can hold our collective dreams, and united action.
It is imperative that society learn to act collectively in order to masterfully
ride through the wave of global challenges and transformation.
The maps, processes and tools developed in this thesis are a contribution to
the set of navigation tools needed to steer such a ‘canoe’ of collaboration.
Global change can only be achieved by the collective efforts of society. No
single person or organization can do it by themselves. The journey of the
magic canoe is a journey of healing, restoration and trust amongst people
from all nations. It is a journey of learning to care for one another as we
design the new world infrastructure and learn to act as a cohesive,
generative and beautiful whole.
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Appendix A: Expert Interviews
Name

Field
of Sector
Expertise

Country

Tom Atlee

Collective
Intelligence
and
democracy
Distance
collaboration
Business
and
Government
Consultant
Systems
Dynamics

Academic,
Government

USA

Academic,
Government
Influential Corporate
and high level
government

UK

Academic, Youth

Denmark

Community
Currency
Social
Systems,
Emergence
Integral
Cities
Executive
Coaching,
Integral
Emergence
Social
Architect,
artist
Collective
Intelligence,
meta
currencies
Ubuntu
Intelligence
Facilitation,
Coaching
Organization
al Learning &
Evolutionary
Leadership

Eco Village movement
Community

Internationa
l, Scotland
USA

Municipal Government

Canada

Corporate

South
Africa

Global Community,
NGOs

USA

Global Community

Mexico

Government,
Development

South
Africa

Corporate

South
America

Alice-Marie
Archer
Mohan
Bhawandas

Benjamin
Aaron
Degenhart
Jonathan
Dawson
Debora Frieze

Marilyn
Hamilton
Craig Henen

Sheri Herndon

Fernanda
Ibarra

Dumisani
Magadlelea

Manuel Manga
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Switzerland

Tim Merry

Carlos Mota

Toke Paludan
Møller
James Reader
Juan Pablo
Rico
Regina
Rowland
Elliott Saxby
Bob Stilger

Dialogue,
Facilitation
and large
scale
systems
Collaboration
Sustainability
and
organization
al consulting
Dialogue
Facilitation

Regional Government

Canada

Corporate, Academic

South
America

Community,
Governmental

America,
Africa

Team
Facilitation
Integral
Consulting
Sustainovati
on consultant
Sociocracy

Corporate and
Community
Corporate and
Government
Corporate

South
Africa
Mexico

Eco Village movement

Social
Systems,
Emergence

Berkana Community

Internationa
l, Scotland
Latin
American,
USA
South
Africa

Bridget Woods

NGO, community
Communities
of Practice,
Education

Chantelle
Wyley

Gestalt
Organization
al and
Systems
Development
, Emotional
Intelligence,
Leadership
Coaching

National Government
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USA

South
Africa

Appendix B: Interview Outline
15

Discover Elements
What has been your best personal experience of people
collaborating together? Why
What was good about this experience? Why
What factors made it possible? Why
How do you think these factors can be created?

15

Shadow / Barriers
What has been your experience of a collaborative group project
that was not able to realise its goals?
What barrier lead to this outcome?
What patterns and repeated challenges have you seen come up in
these processes?
What burning questions do you have related to this work that you
have not been able to find an answer for yet?

1

Quiet Space
We've reflected on the elements of success as well as barriers ito
succesful group projects.
I'd like to suggest we take a minute of silence to quiet the mind
and invite you into a dreaming space.

15

Dreaming Design Scenario
You have been asked to submit a proposal to design and facilitate
a global climate event whose desired outcome is to set clear
goals, and then implement them via collective action.
What kind of process would you design to best ensure this
outcome? Who would you invite?
What tools and resources would you use?

4

Resources
How can this research serve you?
Are you aware of any models or frameworks that have already
been created in this area?
Are there any other people or organizations who you would
recommend we speak to in our research process?
THANKYOU.
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Appendix C: Sample interview transcript
Tim Merry, Nova Scotia Canada, 24 March 2010.
Interviewer: Juan Carlos Kaiten, note taker: Kara Stonehouse, transcriber,
Sonja Niederhumer.
Time

Key words

Summary

TM1
07:45

called to this
work

TM1
10:50

slowing
down,
spaciousnes
s

Strong calling to work with my local language, and the land - Nova
Scotia - it called itself the Shire. From working on individuals, to
groups, to now entire systems. Last two years gone next level, to
entire regions - youth and educations systems, food systems. It
happened to me - a little surprising and overwhelming and i just do
my best.
there is a meditation I have learned, and I also spend 30min - 2hrs
everyday in the forest just sitting and watching - that keeps me
sane, it slows everything down. The quality of work i do i can see
the difference when i have spent time in the forest. There is
something there in it for me.
Constantly be in the practice of hosting ourselves is a baseline
from which we work.

TM1
11:35
TM1
12:00

Constantly
host
ourselves
Being in
nature: tap
wisdom

TM1
14:43

experimenta
tion period

TM1
15:45

Collective
design

TM1
16:05

will &
commitment
solos

TM1
17:00

Dissolve
old: space
for new

TM1
17:45

Know when
to let things

No question for me - being in nature is a spiritual practice,
enormous wisdom I can tap into when I am standing in those
types of environments that just isnt available to me when I am
locked up in my house.
There have been many little successes on the way. But on the
bigger level, the jury is out - we don't know if the methodologies
and technologies we are using work - and I won't trust anyone who
says they do.
Whole stakeholder groups across Canada have been able to feed
into the design of the public health system in Nova Scotia
Multi-stakeholder processes: small successes with working with 3
days retreats where 5 hours are solos in forest (e.g change lab
method), where they are really in the hinge of the project, where
they have gone out and engaged with stakeholders over a year
and 1/2 to understand what would be most helpful, and then to be
in the question ' Do i have the personal will and commitment for
this? Does my personal will and passion align with what is being
asked? If not, i should step back now.
Had success dissolving things - work with Youth Sexual Health provincial round table existing for 12 years - dissolve its self and
make space for something new that was more representative of
the people they were serving. Took 1.5 days to come to this
conclusion. 'OK we need to hospice this, help it die'
'OK we need to hospice this, help it die' .dissolve itself and make
space for something new that was more representative of the
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people they were serving. Took 1.5 days to come to the
conclusion
Pioneering - new initiatives being born and connected together Ontario - looking at changing and transforming infrastructure and
processes in youth work across the province. Very massive
population and very diverse. Many youth work initiatives popping
up - an emerging paradigm of working with kids. Bringing together
multiple and diverse stakeholder to make decisions together in
how to move forward. They are already doing the work we are
talking about, paradigm shifting, and now all that needs to be done
it to connect them together.
Many stories of people who are working within current systems
and are creating the conditions for new things to happen. Senior
leadership of very beaurocratic systems stepping up and saying
'enough', saying 'we are going to create the conditions for new
work to happen and we are going to protect it and we are going to
interface between the old world and the new world. There is a lot
of heroism out there. Taking the initiative and leadership in very
hostile environments - handling enormously toxic situations,
people taking up leadership, and others helping things die.
Getting to recognition of need to dissolve: Something really critical
with working with 'what is' - good ideals and visions of how we
want the world to be, which can be just as paralyzing and leave us
overwhelmed with how .. the world is. There is something
important - did interview with everyone, brought it back (had two
young people on team), brought it back, and here is what you said
'this is completely dysfunctional' - things they never said to each
other, but were happy to say in one to one interviews. Then upon
that basis, we were able to start having really good conversations.
Need relationships that can handle great discomfort. Then
anything becomes possible. Then it doesn't matter what you put in
the middle. Seeing and understanding what is the reality now, as
well as having the quality relationships with each other that can
handle that. That how we get to the place where a decision can
be made to let something die, and something else to emerge.
"The quality of our relationships directly impacts our results". The
more we focus on just getting results, the more we compromise
our relationships, the less quality we get into our results. Root of it
is shifting our attention to 'how are we together' and then 'what
could we get done with this quality of relationship that wouldn't be
possible otherwise'.
Sense of positive psychology: Seeking out, amplifying and building
on strengths I believe that on an individual and systemic level - but
not enough on its own.
I also fundamentally believe in surfacing shadow - surfacing 'what
is really hurting' and having that be part of the conversation
I also have enormous faith that there is wisdom in the dissenting
voice - not about just moving ahead because the majority is
excited, its making sure all the wisdom and different voices in the
room are heard and then figuring out what it would take for people
to come along.
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That is the quality of relationship i have with all my friends. If there
isn't that quality of relationship, and there is a disagreement, then
the whole thing folds. If they haven't put that attention into 'how do
we need to be with each other'
Failure of democracy - ignores the dissenting voices. Eg minority
group, First nations groups - democracy favours the dominant
culture. It is not inherently supporting of emerging cultures - all
disenfranchised or marginalised cultures. Many of the places that
are most disenfranchised, have gone through the most heat, most
adversity, and i have a massive belief that adversity breeds
wisdom
To not tap into that feels very dangerous.
"I am earning my stripes to host others by hosting myself ". AoH
community has done a lot of work around the personal practices of
the host - having a personal practice where I am
Some methodologies that create listening and collective wisdom
Not doing it alone - we need to be doing this stuff as friends
The big question for me is around infrastructure - once we have
the quality of relationship in place that we want, and we have
some sense of shared purpose and we have some agreements
around principles, we've engaged stakeholders and done lots of
dialogues and understand what is needed. The big question for
me is, what is the infrastructure that we put in place that supports
that that is not rooted, solely, in command and control - which the
majority of infrastructures that are available to us now are. How
are we building infrastructure that supports relational
achievement? This for me is the big gap at the moment
what is the infrastructure that we put in place that supports that
that is not rooted, solely, in command and control - which the
majority of infrastructures that are available to us now are.
Its not just about being soulful and emergent, it is also about
being strategic and disciplined and rigorous - especially when we
are operating at scales that affect millions of people. How do we
track this kind of stuff? How do we evaluate it? How do we
maintain accountability? We need some rigour in this. We can't
just bounce our way through it. Its not okay to be haphazard when
we are dealing with a massive spread of disease.
What are infrastructures that support emergence? How do we
pack it so that we can be continually supporting what is emerging,
and how can we be continually helping things to die? What does it
look like when this way of working becomes the culture of how we
do things? Becomes the norm? What is that?
how can we be continually helping things to die?
Emergent/hospicing infrastruct. What does it look like when this
way of working becomes the culture of how we do things?
Use of language: I think its edgy, because we have traditionally
experienced infrastructure as something negative - as something
hierarchical, involves abuse of power, we have experience
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evaluation as something that hinders processes as opposed to
help them, gone into micro-management, we go into accountability
as a way to punish people, we experience tracking as a way to
keep tabs on people and so its dangerous to use these words. But
i think the intention behind each of these words is to help us do
our work better. How do we create infrastructure not rooted in
power and control and is in service of the whole system, or the
whole community or region and what do those infrastructures look
like.
But i think the intention behind each of these words is to help us
do our work better. How do we create infrastructure not rooted in
power and control and is in service of the whole system, or the
whole community or region and what do those infrastructures look
like.
Traditionally we have had things like knowledge management
systems, performance management systems, evaluation systems
- I think we still need systems to manage. Right now we have new
paradigm emerging organizations - they are happening. What are
the systems we are building into those organizations that are
actually reflective of the view of the mindset of actually working in
fundamentally participative ways.
What does social / relational infrastructure look like? I think the
Hub is in that question, massively, world wide - how do we create
a global infrastructure that actually honours the perspective the
paradigm from which the Hub was created.
The life cycle of Emergence is one of the basic models I use in all
of my work. Berkana is very close to my heart, I am very familiar
with it, am on the board.
Many people disagree with me on this - I don't think we create the
paradigm shift - they are happening and we get to amplify them or
accelerate them.E.g the youth work across Ontario - there was
already a shift happening in the culture of youth work across the
province and then some folks noticed it and then said 'we need put
some money in this and start investing in this' so a group of
funders got together and started pumping money into it, and then
that really began to generate a lot of energy around it, adn then it
was 'oh my goodness, what do we do now?' so then we need to
start connecting it together so they starting bringing these groups
in small gatherings and large gathering. And a lot of this work was
beginning to understand 'what are the real drivers behind this type
of work?'. What are the principles, and the behaviours that define
this new paradigm so that we can better understand it and then be
more skilful in how we support it? That is part of the early work
there was already a shift happening in the culture of youth work
across the province and then some folks noticed it
noticed the shift and then said 'we need put some money in this
and start investing in this'
so a group of funders got together and started pumping money
into it, and then that really began to generate a lot of energy
around it, and then it was 'oh my goodness, what do we do now?'
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'what are the real drivers behind this type of work?'. What are the
principles, and the behaviours that define this new paradigm so
that we can better understand it and then be more skilful in how
we support it?
Noticing shift, investing in it, connecting all the energy that built
(people working in the shift field), dialogue to understand the new
paradigm and how to best support it in how we work
doing some training in participatory leadership that further
amplifies the skills that are already there - I think there is also the
part about building capacity into these groups a lot of these groups
come up and kind of just pick things up along the way so there
something about doing some training in participatory leadership
that further amplifies the skills that are already there
I think another key piece of it is forming teams - not only
connecting people, but connection people over time. that we form
community through conversation , so the Aoh world calls it 'core
teams' Berkana calls it 'Commnunities of Practice' - Community of
practice is formed by being together with each other over a period
of time that then builds the relationships we need to sustain the
work that then allows us to take actions together, and risks
together that we would never take alone. The methodologies are
out there for this = participatory methods, open space, world cafe
etc.
Regularity of face to face meeting which is essential
A lot of online technology that we 're experimenting and working
with (in Ontario we are using something called 'Community Zero'
which is an online tool we often use ning as an online tool, using
some of the webinar technologies like GoToMeeting There is a
lot of technology out there and that begins to support non-local
teams begin to work together when they are not face to face. So
that is key.
Gaps: spaces of mass experimentation - infrastructures that
support emergence /relational achievement, online technologies
that help CoP's stay connected
for me is what the model from Berkana allows me do say is 'large
scale change is on the way right now - that is inevitable. But, we
can either be victims of circumstance, or we can be actively
involved in how and what that change is. So this work for me is...i
am not open man...i want to see something in particular - i do not
want to see systems that are oppressive, dominant cultures of
command and control - i think it is damaging both ourselves and
our communities and others. So for me, its like, the emerging
paradigm ends up being one of deeper command and control - if
that is the next emerging system of influence then that’s like
f***cked! I am actively engaged in amplifying one piece of
emergence right now. You know, there is also a pretty strong
emergence of very far right thinking, and fundamentalism in the
world right now. That is just not where i choose to put my
attention, because i don't think that is the best way for humans to
go. I am making a choice I am putting my energy somewhere. It is
following my heart, but it is also strategic.
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We need to create infrastructures in which people can fulfil their
personal destiny
Outer mirrors the inner: People need to really understand that the
level of success and clarity they will achieve on the outside is
directly related to the personal development and clarity on the
inside - hence the work of personal development is crucial for this
work.
It is too much if I as the larger process facilitator/host am trying to
support the personal development if individuals as well. Thus, we
have started to use coaching teams for this purpose within larger
processes.
Personal development is a key piece. We are starting to use
coaching teams within our process designs to help support people
in their personal development while they are working. Coaching
can help track personal development.
Every group is different and will have different needs. I use what
ever tools are needed to best support them - journaling, Byron
Katie, Movement work, Nature solos, Deep Democracy, Aikido,
Conversations, Calligraphy - many different things for different
groups.
Personal transformation and development and change takes time.
Many small things build up and over the course of a year, for
instance, you can track changes. This is the importance of just
staying in the work, being relational and believing in people's
fundamental goodness.
This is the importance of just staying in the work, being relational
and believing in people's fundamental goodness. Personal
transformation and development and change takes time.
I make it clear to leaders that if they want to work with me that it
will require personal change. If they are prepared to do that work,
then I am prepared to work with them. It’s a precondition of
working with any leader in a system.
People with the capacity and influence to create shifts in these
systems live in a very fast paced reality. to the possibilities as well
as the pain they are massively motivating and it is easy to get
burned out. Often A-types that like to be busy. Need to be able to
slow down and care for themselves. Also when you open to the
possibilities as well as the pain they are massively motivating and
it is easy to get burned out. So we need to find ways to self care,
and to slow down.
Avoiding burnout: So we need to find ways to self care, and to
slow down. Who is hosting and nourishing the change agents?

Every event
is a small
trigger
New system
ppl+dying
system

Gatherings: Every event is a trigger, not just 'big ones' like COP16.
No single event will create the change

Connecting
infrastructur
e

After gatherings: Create infrastructure that helps people be
connected

Gatherings: Bring the people who are pioneering the new systems
together with those who are hospicing the old systems
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Gatherings:In processes, it needs to be fundamentally participant
driven, but have provocators there to ask provoking questions and
get the crucial conversations and thinking happening.
Gatherings:We need to connect more with indigenous wisdom there is massive wealth there that we are not tapping into
Gatherings:Physical body work in events - yoga, martial arts is
important
Gatherings: essential element is connection to nature
Gatherings: build something together - e.g in the forest, do some
physical work
Gatherings: music, singing, dancing, eating together

Work translocally - help connect people in their efforts to do local
work. Connect people together to improve their local work
merging patterns/processes:Aoh,Change Lab,Deep Democracy,
Spiral Dynamics - all designed to break down silos but become
silo's of their own, practitioners start to see them as 'the way' and
negate other processes. Fair amount of these kinds of turf wars
going on, at the cost of new and emmerging mental models. There
is no one way,
Critical piece of work in our generation, 25 - 40yrs - synthesizing
and integratings - otherwise we are just creating more silos,
seperation and enemies.There is no one way,
I am really excited about your work in that it is surfacing patterns
across the whole field - it is a level of harvesting that brings us
together
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Appendix D: Categorizing Interview Transcripts
Categories

Description of Category

Design team

The people who facilitate the collaboration and hold the overall
vision and goals.
The process chosen to bring people together and move to action
Who do we bring together for the collaboration, how to choose
and invite
The personal development process of the individual within the
system
What happens when people try to work together
How do ideas become reality in a collaboration
What happens after we act

Design
Convene
Individual
dynamics
Group dynamics
Implementation
Measurement
and feedback
System
Dynamics

How are all the elements related

Sample of categorized transcript
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Appendix E Case Study Partners

Case Study
Collaborators

Field of expertise

Sector

Country

Jeff Barnum

Multi-stakeholder
collaboration, Artist

Government
Corporate
Community

USA

Tatiana Glad

Social Entrepreneurship

Business

Netherlands

Peter Merry

Meshworking

Community
Government

Netherlands

The Social Innovation Hub. The Hub is a global community of people from
every profession, background and culture working at 'new frontiers' of
enterprising initiatives to tackle social, cultural and environmental
challenges. This case looks specifically at the Amsterdam HUB which also
includes and shared office space where social entrepreneurs can work at a
low cost and have support from peers.
Change Lab. The change lab brings together leaders from diverse
stakeholder perspectives within a system to work collaboratively on
complex problems. Their collaboration process is based on systems
thinking and a social innovation technology called the U-theory.
Reos Partners conduct multi-stakeholder Change Labs around the world
like the ‘Sustainable food lab’. The mission of the Sustainable food lab’ is
to accelerate the shift of sustainable food production into the mainstream.
Globally renowned systems thinker, Peter Senge called the Sustainable
Food Lab “The largest and most promising systemic change initiative I
know of.”
The facilitators of the change lab have a thorough convening strategy where
influential people in the system are interviewed and invited into the
process, aiming for good chemistry in the group. The group looks deeply
into the system, learns to let go of old mental models and preconceptions
about each other, spend time alone in nature to sense their internal knowing
of the system, and participate in innovation retreats to create ventures that
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will make a difference towards sustainability or solving a complex problem.
(Eisenstadt 2010)
Meshwork. In his observation of social development levels and its parallels
with increasing levels of collaboration and complexity, researcher-author
Don Beck coined the term ‘meshwork’ as a way to describe a newly
emerging level of collaboration complexity. (Meshwork Design Workshop
2010). Meshworks weave together multiple organizing systems, from self
organizing networks to hierarchies, from multiple sectors. This weaving of
diversity of capacity brings the strengths of each to the greater woven
whole(Hamilton 2009, 222). The Meshwork is thus a higher level of
complexity in the social collaboration process, that helps us access our
whole system capacities in the social body.
Meshworking structures coordinate different capacities, functions and
locations so that alignment and coherence result in an integrated operating
strategy and/or emergency response. Meshworks unite data and people for
effective action and outcomes. (Hamilton 2009, 173).
An example of a current project: the Meshwork is in the pilot phases of
their ‘2020 Climate Campaign’ which seeks to support various countries,
including Brazil and the Netherlands, to develop and implement roadmaps
for 80% CO2 reductions by 2020 (Merry, P. 2010).
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Appendix F: The HUB data
Example: What makes the HUB special to me?
Emotional/Relational

Strategic

Enabling Structure

I feel welcomed and supported as it is not
easy to find the way through alone in this
competitive world.

Fosters collaboration

Flexible office
environment with like
minded people

Is easy to be in and meeting people in
different fields and have interactions

It is host driven

It’s got a selforganized, energetic
quality

Easy way to connect, learn and participate
with other people
Place to dream and get inspired

It is focused on question
making us comfortable to
live in the question.

It is more humane and
less mechanical than
traditional structures.

It’s a community of people...more about
people
than the space.

Action Learning

It’s an embodiment of
the new. Part of the
bigger collective
working on the new
paradigms

Creates possibilities to be
able to respond in the here
and now to what is
emerging and present.
Dreamers create reality,

Allows you to
participate to the extent
that you like.

It’s like returning to a village life style and
being-working at home.
Invitation are inclusive,

Energy vortex of inspiration. Awareness of
hope

I fall in love with the HUB everyday.

It is a magnifying glass for
opportunities, possibilities,
needs, talents, gifts.
Discovering treasure

Experimental and
playful
Culture of openness
It’s our natural space.
Celebrates my talents
and full potentials
instead of squeezing
them into a box.

Lot’s of offerings,
(workshops, meetings,
etc.)

Enabling conditions
instead of disabling
them.
It is a magnet where
you do good, help, and
have fun consciously.
Useful virtual space
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Appendix G: Sample of Meshwork data
Network
Function

Creation

Maintenance

Connecting
people

Clarify identity - what is the
identity of the network

Hosting members

Creating value

Identify members and
identify shared interest
Invite members

Invite contributions from
members
Facilitating belonging - that you
belong to something

Enabling connection

Nurishing of the network

Defining a code of conduct
Enable exploration

Creating visibility

Community of Practice
Function

Creation

Maintenance

Enables learning

Invite commitment & fun

Share knowledge

Drive convergence meet all the different
codes
Maintain network
conditions

Facilitate meetings, event,
feedback, alignment
Initiate research

Share goals
Share vision

Organize knowledge
Support application - help
people to apply the
knowledge

Drive convergence meet all the different
codes
Identify research
Organize knowledge
Make knowledge
available
Harvest opportunities /
sourcing
Develop new (best)
practice
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Meshwork
Function

Creation

Maintenance

What does it do?

What do you do to
create it?

What do you do to
maintain it?

Enable the flow of
action
Enable the flow of
information
Managing lifecycles

Define needs

Enable the flow of
matter
Enable the flow of
energy
Evolve capacities
Align contributions

Select participants and
invite participants
Co-create the space for
and with the content (the
habitat)
Sense futures
Define boundaries scope it
Cultivate the vision keep it up to date
Develop the process to
achieve the vision

Systems review - see the
system as a whole

Develop the areas of
success
Develop the requisite
conditions - what needs
to be fully mature in
order to have the vision
achieved
Develop a monitoring
template - how are those
conditions today?
Cultivate existing
knowledge - not reinvent
the wheel
Systems review - see the
system as a whole

Broadcasting vision

Develop communities of
practice needed
Define specific functions
(could be roles)
Match people to
functions

Decoding information taking it in
Encoding information preparing it for sharing it
Translation information between levels, languages
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Inviting discovery - part of
the learning, continues
improvement

Steer system

Monitor system

Tell stories

Create prototypes rapid, see the positive
and scale up
Create infrastructure
Track progress
Get resources
Identify resources
needed

Increase efficiency

Properly explain:
Develop process to
achieve vision

Reduce cost, time,
risk
Increase output
Deliver system
transformation
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Managing knowledge capture, store, organize,
share
Maintain infrastructures
Manage resources
Redirect unused resources
Monitor Prototypes
Monitor Vital Signs
Stimulate contributions
Make decisions - what part
of the meshwork needs to
be activated in order to
realize the vision
Recalibrate Vision
(we need to bring people
with quality management
competencies to do that)

Appendix H: Explanation of Tools
ABCD analysis. This is a strategic planning process with four steps,
Awareness, Baseline, Compelling Measures and Down to action. First
people learn about the issue they are dealing with and create a vision of
success. Then today’s current (baseline) state is assessed in a way which
compares it to the success. Thinking from the vision, creative ideas
(compelling measures) are brainstormed to move towards the vision.
Finally, the ideas are prioritized and an action plan is created. This process
is a useful tool for backcasting from sustainability principles. For more
information read Backcasting from non-overlapping sustainability
principles (Holmberg and Robert 2000).
Appreciative Inquiry.
An approach or philosophy to organizational
development focusing on the positive aspects of the people, feelings and
possibilities. The assumption is that organizations will grow in the
direction where they spend time inquiring. (Cooperrider and Whitney
2005)
Body Work: In a group, getting everyone moving around the room
using their bodies in a game or in an exercise that helps in
understanding of the work. Many people are kinaesthetic learners
including the body in the process raises energy levels and makes
process fun.

and
the
and
the

Chaordic Stepping Stone. A process model for hosting group work where
each step builds on the previous. The stepping stones are Need, Purpose,
Principles, People, Concept, Beliefs, Structure and Practice and repeats in
an upward spiral. More information is available at:
http://www.interchange.dk/download/Chaordic_stepping_stones_615.pdf
Circle Communication. An authentic communication space where the
chairs are arranged in a circle without a table in the middle and people take
turns speaking. Often a talking piece is held so only one person may speak
at a time. This method helps people feel unified, equal and open.
Connect with Nature. Going for a walk or sitting in nature with the
intention of personal rejuvenation and finding answers from the stillness
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and wisdom that is there. This slows down the mind’s chatter and allows
calmness and insights.
Deep listening. The practice of listening with full attention and without
judgement. This can be to another person, or to the small still voice within
that represents one’s highest potential.
Dynamic Facilitation. A group facilitation technique where the host uses
the energy and feelings in the room to help a group work through a tough
problem. The host mostly listens to and reflects what is being said.
Dynamic Governance. An organizational operating philosophy, which uses
‘consent’ in decision making, not consensus or command and control,
structured verbal elections for roles and responsibilities. Circles of workers
rather than departments with bosses, and a ‘double linking’ hierarchical
structure that ensures voices from below are not lost between layers of
organization.
Extended Silence. taking a few day away from a difficult situation helps
people to gain some perspective. A solo retreat in nature, or just some days
away from the project.
Five Breaths Model. A model of collaborative processes developed by the
art of hosting community. There are five breaths
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Name the issue
Create Collective Clarity of Purpose
Design and Invitation process
Meeting – Hosting the group questions and purpose
Follow up, continued learning and leading from the field.

FSSD.
A systems thinking framework for Strategic Sustainable
Development which includes a five level framework for structuring
thinking into System, Success, Strategy, Action and Tools. It also includes
the concepts of systemic resource constraints visualized as a funnel of
decreasing opportunity moving into the future, backcasting from nonoverlapping sustainability principles, visioning and prioritizing questions to
help make an action plan towards sustainability.
Gaiasoft Meshworking. An online software that helps connect people who
have been in a face to face networking meeting. People map out the needs
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each person is addressing and look how the needs of the whole picture are
being met. The online platform can then be used for ongoing discussions,
sharing documents and resources and keeping up friendships over distance.
Learning Journey. Travelling to other people’s places of life and work to
understand the different perspectives of the system.
Meditation. The emptying of the mind of thoughts, or the concentration of
the mind on one thing, in order to aid mental or spiritual development,
contemplation, or relaxation (Encarta 2010).
Metacurrencies. Enabling structures for peer to peer wealth exchanges.
People can trade with each other using virtual currencies based on
reputation or attention.
Open Space. A social technology where the participants of a conference set
the agenda and share information in smaller groups.
Pro-action Cafe. A social technology where individuals are encouraged to
champion a project. Their peers ask them a set of questions to help clarify
the ideas and available resources.
Vision Quest. a journey out in nature where a group performs some
ceremony and then participates go into nature alone for several days before
rejoining the group and discussing the insights from the experience.
Wiser Earth. An online social network of people and organizations
working for social and environmental justice.
World Cafe. A social technology where a ‘burning question’ is posed to a
large group of people who are seated around small tables. The same
question is asked again after participants move to new tables. The point is
that the wisdom in the room begins to emerge.
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